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From where I sit
Now for a few brief comments on what went on

at the several Executive Committee meetings that took
place on at the National Rally. With the exception of
Skip Baker, all members of the Executive Committee
were present. In addition, some National Committee
members and one or more members at large were
present.

John Dauginas had, at my urging, developed a
very comprehensive list of items we needed to resolve
or act upon. The list was used to guide the meeting. It
was amazing just how much very positive action was
taken and energy freely given when so many had the
interests of the USCA at heart, and how little bickering!
Almost all decisions were by full or unanimous
agreement by those entitled to vote. As the then
President, I did NOT get to vote except to break a tie,
and at no time was this necessary.

Greg Ten Brook gave a brief report on the Rally
attendance which was very successful with in excess of
350 (final figures showed around 600) and that fi-
nances were good. Seed money in this instance was
given to the Hoosier Hacks personally by the Executive
Committee providing their own pre- registration funds
at a very early date as did individual members from his
own group. This unique self-funding method resulted
in a better split of funds returned to the Hoosier Hacks.
Materials (books and para) were delayed a few days
due to postal screw-ups but arrived in time for all to
avail themselves of available USCA goodies. All in all,
one of the best rallies we have had in a long time.
Thanks Greg. Others will comment in more detail on
the rally itself.

The next rally for 1992 will be in Iowa, while for
1993 we may be in a position to share some very
exciting news. We may be able to demonstrate that
1993 is the one hundredth year from the introduction of
the first sidecar. If so, look for much media event
coverage and international participation. Should we not
be able to prove this with hard evidence, look for a very
good rally anyway.

Membership for the year to May was down a few
percent which was disturbing. There seemed to be
some minor irritants which caused members to vote
with their pocketbook, rather than trying to determine if
they could be helped in any other way. Not that I blame

them, it is the easiest way for them to correct their
problem. They had no ombudsman until now.

Apparently some members dropped out as a
consequence of the 1990 National Rally. The rallies are
planned for several years in advance based on the best
information and talent we can determine at the time.
Most rallies are good to very good. Once in a while
there is a dud.

Some even wanted to drop the USCA National
Rally entirely. The USCA rarely makes any substantial
funds from it in any case. It remains by popular de-
mand only because most members want it and the
friendship found at such rallies.

Many were upset they had not received the June-
July issue of the Sidecarist before the rally, especially as
it contained the Emergency and Friendship section.
This issue was to have reached you BEFORE you left
for the rally. It was taken to the post-office about the
beginning of the last week in June. The US Post Office
assured us it takes 7 to 10 days to deliver to any part of
the nation, often taking only a few days. We will no
longer trust the Post Office. That means that issues
must be closed out earlier to allow longer postal times
which means you must get your material to the editor
much earlier in order to get it published.

Please do not judge us too badly on events over
which we have no control. For those who give us a
chance to redress problems that were in our power to
correct, my hat goes off to you. With the Complaint
Department now in operation you can look forward to
far fewer problems.

We adopted a resolution to break the United
States (and Canada) into six regions, each with a
Regional Chapter Director, and for each Regional
Chapter Director to look for direction from the Execu-
tive Committee through the National Chapter Director.
This should provide more fun and enjoyment at the
grass roots level which is really where it is at anyway.
You run the local in any manner you chose; lots of
regulations, or none at all; democratically, or under a
dictator. You choose what you want to do, when you
want to do it, and how you want to do it. We will offer
guidance and anything else we can. Details to be
provided by the National Chapter Director and Re-
gional Directors later.
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From where I sit..
To reduce confusion over titles and addresses we

combined the functions of Membership Secretary and
Registrar into a single function. John Dauginas gave up
his duties as Registrar while retaining his duties as
Treasurer.

Al Roach is the only person you now need to deal
with on membership matters. Ed Johnson will continue
to represent the sidecar safety training program.

We also addressed the Bookshop/Para depart-
ment. Most members were not aware that the
Bookshop/Para was run by our Editor, Marge, in
California. That was the situation since we had to find
an urgent bookshop replacement. Marge, our apprecia-
tion for at least picking it up and trying to run with it as
best as you could.

Few members appreciate that Neil and Marge
lost about 80 percent of their home during the devastat-
ing earthquake held right there in their own back yard a
year or so ago (with no walls or roof over some
rooms); nor that when they tried to rebuild their efforts
were of little avail because of the resultant destruction
by the numerous after shocks (did you ever consider
moving?); nor that Marge is typesetter and production
editor of an exclusive four color quarterly car magazine
plus editor of several other newsletters and mags. It is a
wonder how she did it all and that so few items fell
between the cracks.

Neil and Marge are like so many other dedicated
sidecarists I have known who will not cry or holler
uncle until the day they drop. As soon as the situation
was made known to the Executive Committee we set
about to re-distribute the work load.

Effective now, Marylin Johnson will run the Para
supplies and the Bookshop. She has received materials
from the West Coast and books from me. Items will be
inventoried and new items added. The book/para form
will soon reflect these changes. However, existing
forms for books and para are good to use as Al and
Marylin are in close contact. If you are still waiting for
books and or para, please be patient. Tell Marylin what
you ordered and when you ordered it. Your word is
good with us. She will fill your order or advise when it
will be filled (if she needs to reorder).

Now for the Sidecarist itself, we received com-

plaints on content and on quality and on its not being
on time. Some can be blamed directly on the decisions
of the Executive Committee, some on the Editor, some
on our infamous Post Office, and some on yourself.

Several years ago the Committee decided it
would be beneficial to have an all inclusive "FIXED
FEE" for the Sidecarist that included  the cost of the
editor, the typesetter, the printing, the mailing service,
and the mailing itself. Less checks would need to be
written. But this meant that the Sidecarist would be of
FIXED pages, regardless of content. If more ads or if a
ten page Emergency & Friendship Directory were
dropped in, it had to be at the expense of exciting
articles and letters and stories. An unfortunate extreme
example is the 1991 June-July issue.

This has been changed. Effective with this current
issue we are back to the tried and tested "Rate Sched-
ule" formula where the physical size of the Sidecarist is
determined by what it is that you send in, subject to
some guidelines. The editor is now paid according to
the number of pages she prepares for the Sidecarist.
This also puts a greater responsibility on you to get
your material to her. She is charged to prepare YOUR
material that you send in to her, not to generate material
for you.

Marge said she now has very little material with
which to include in the Sidecarist and pleaded to go
bimonthly as a consequence so the Sidecarist could be
a little fatter. This has been confirmed by the Executive
Committee. However, there are many on the commit-
tee who would like to see both fatter issues and a
higher frequency. That is up to you. Send Marge so
much material that we can see a fatter and a more
frequent Sidecarist. Till then, the frequency of the
Sidecarist is bimonthly until further notice.

Some members said they sent material to Marge
and have yet to see it published. I can assure you that
we have no censorship by omission. Some material we
know was sent to our former East Coast Editor but
neither Marge nor myself have seen that material. We
have no policy to not publish your material, UNLESS
it contained libelous material or it attacked a fellow
sidecarist or other person or company. We investigate
genuine complaints  (Please send to my attention) but
will not attack in writing any person or company.
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If you sent something to Marge between six
months and a year ago, please re-send a copy of what
was sent - to me, c/o the USCA Complaint Depart-
ment, and when it was sent; then consider it published.

Several other details were discussed or agonized
over and you will be hearing more about them from
others. However, the last item, discussed below,
potentially has the most profound effect on the USCA
and of its future. I call this one: "Who's on first, what's
on second, I-dunno's on third..." or "Shake, Rattle and
Roll".

As many members know, the USCA was created
by Terry Strassenberg, Ed Johnson, and yours truly
some 14 or so years ago. There was no President, nor
did there appear to be the need for same. After building
it to a solid membership of 350 or so, and with mem-
bers in almost every state we invited Doug Bingham to
take over as President. Doug was an almost household
word as far as sidecar owners were concerned. Doug
continued to expand the USCA until it had a hard-core
membership of 1500 to 1600 members (around 2500
when one considers family members who are included
in the membership).

Now, if a National or Executive member burns
out or no longer wishes to continue or demonstrates he
cannot do his task, he leaves the position (or is asked to
vacate the position). This was as it was in the begin-
ning. It seemed to work very well considering how
scattered

our membership is. It is essential for all on the
National and the Executive to work as a well run watch
for no pay (except for the few who really work as
dogs).

Doug did not replace an officer when that officer
got burnt out. He reluctantly took more and more of the
work load onto himself. Soon it overwhelmed him. In
desperation he dropped the running of the US CA onto
an "Outside Management" firm who gave big promises
of how they would make the USCA bigger and better
and altogether more wonderful.

Of course, we all know what happened. The
Management Firm used all our funds in management
fees, produced nothing, destroyed all our membership
records, then went into bankruptcy themselves.

From where I sit..
Re-enter the original three, Hal Kendall, Ed

Johnson, and Terry Strassenberg; add Bryce Lee from
Canada, and Jim Krautz and Dan Doyle from Califor-
nia, mix with one helluva lot of hard work and the tried
and proven formula of using only dedicated working
sidecarists as National or Executive Committee
members and we were back, almost, to the 1250 or so
very stable USCA membership. It has remained at or
about this figure since we re-built the USCA.

Some are asking whether it is time for the USCA
to be a fully "Democratic" organization, or, in other
words, to offer the entire membership the opportunity,
and with the opportunity the responsibility to conduct
free elections for all positions, whether paid or unpaid,
and for these positions to be filled based on the auto-
biographical articles written by the prospective holders
of these positions and published in the Sidecarist.

Sounds great, if said very quickly. Very progres-
sive, too. One person has stepped forward for the
position of President but no one else seems to want any
other position.

Briefly, all positions would be held for two years
with some positions being voted on each year. This
means that several issues each year could consist of the
backgrounds of the various individuals who want to
run for office in that year, plus the voting form(s) that
you would need to fill out and complete each year.
There would be a period of between one month and
four or six months as each new crew tried to interface
with the existing crew and try to find out where all the
bones are buried and to get about the business of trying
to run the USCA. Plus the added costs of brand new
letterhead stationary and envelopes each year for all
new officers.

It is conceivable that the President would be in
Alaska, the bank account in the Cayman Islands, the
editor in Canada, and the membership secretary in
Australia. We have members in all parts of the world
and unless we exercise extreme discrimination, and
substantially revise our Constitution and by-Laws, such
a situation could exist. Would such a Constitution and
By-laws to make a workable free election even be
legal? We are now a "Not- for-Profit" organization in
the state of Illinois. And it would change each and
every year. We still get applications from the early
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Bingham days. Lord knows how anyone would reach
us a few years from now with such constant changes in
addresses for half the officers each and every year.

For all of this, add a fiscal penalty of perhaps $10
to $15 per membership per year for this privilege as
nothing comes cheap. This is the estimated cost for the
extra pages and extra mailing needed for the many
autobiographies and photos (figure two or three
individuals for each position and one third to two thirds
of a page for each to tell his story). Or it would mean a
much reduced number of meaningful articles, stories,
and reports on rally events which already you are
wishing were greater).

This does not count the cost of an external
independent consulting CPI who would do the collec-
tion, counting and detailed analysis of the voting
returns. Add another $5 per member for this service!

We know already what has happened to the
USCA when the tried and proven formula of appoint-
ments by the Executive Committee, subject to mem-
bership approval, was changed. Virtually instant
destruction. We also know what happened to a very
similar sidecar club that was the largest international
sidecar club in America prior to the USCA. The Third
Wheel began by appointment of officers. After several
years they changed their leadership to permit and allow
freely elected officers from the rank and file for all
positions. They are now not even a memory. We also
know of a very large sidecar club that used to exist in
Florida; again it no longer exits. Did they go to free
elections also? Sidecarists are fiercely independent and
simply will not vote for any position. The USCA is the
only sidecar club that has stood the test of time, along
with those sidecar clubs that were spinoffs from the
USCA.

Attendees at the 1991 Rally were asked if they
wished to see free elections of USCA officers. On
Friday night, out of a group of about 100 in the pavil-
ion, only 20, by actual hand count wished to go for free
elections with the vast majority either having no
opinion or wanted no change. True, a few more raised
their hands for free elections than those who actively
wanted no change, but the vast majority DO NOT
WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN POLITICS. They
want to have fun and enjoy.

From where I sit..
The Saturday evening major turnout produced

quite similar results even though those who wanted
free elections tried to recruit as many to their side as
possible all day long. When the question was raised
that evening at the awards dinner with over 300 in
attendance, about 50 (less than 17 percent) wanting
free elections. The results mirrored that of the previous
day with slightly more wanting elections than those
who wanted the status quo to remain, but again, over
two thirds by their passive resistance wanted no part in
the politics. That is why it is necessary for the Member-
ship at Large to guide us as to whether or not you want
free elections or not.

In addition to the factors outlined above, keep in
mind that while several current officers have the
opportunity to "Stand" for "Election", they may or may
not wish to do so. Realistically, the USCA could be
looking for an entirely new infrastructure of all officers,
and perhaps that may be what you really desire.

The existing USCA Executive Committee wants
to put into effect exactly what you, the member, want.
If you want free elections and are prepared to fully
accept all the costs and the responsibilities that go with
it, so be it. While a non-response will be taken as a vote
to maintain the status quo, if you want the traditionally
proven USCA to continue, please let us know that also.

We would like to dispose of this matter in a
definitive manner as quickly as possible. It took almost
two years of controversy for the USCA membership to
accept typesetting over cut-and-paste production
because we will act only on a clear majority opinion of
both the membership and the executive committee.

So, please send complete theenclosed form, cut
out, and send to the USCA Complaint Department:
711 Plainwood Drive, Houston, TEXAS 77079.
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Editorial
From the West Coast

Big changes! Lots of excitement! Much running
around in circles and waving of arms!

But, as the theme of this issue indicates, we're all
going to come out winners.

Since the National Rally, which was a tremen-
dous success judging from the photos and preliminary
reports, there has been a temporary change of com-
mand, some juggling of offices and officers, and a
suggestion to change the USCA By-Laws and Consti-
tution. Hal covers much of it in his notes. There will be
more in the next issue from Bryce Lee, President pro
tem, as well. In the meantime, find enclosed a voting
form and take the time to fill it out and send it back —
it's important (as John Dauginas says when he wants
my budget forms).

Revised by-laws will appear in the next issue,
coming out in October. We seem to have circumvented
the existing ones in a few cases, which is what much of
the arm-waving is about, but we figure that if we get a
new set out and the membership ratifies it. The current
method of ratification of officers and policies is by
being silent — if you don't want to rock the boat, you
just sit still and we assume that everything is hunky-
dory. If you don't like something, you have to let us
know by voting. The new changes are going to require
active voting by the members, and that's something
we've almost never been able to extract from the
membership at large.

Hal points out that it would cost a fortune — I
don't think it would, but that's a personal opinion. My
feeling is that voting is great if you can get folks out to
do it, but I don't expect a large turnout. Maybe you'll all
surprise me, and I would be very, very pleased to see
more participation and some new faces instead of just
trading around the jobs and people filling them.

Another item that came out of the National Rally
was apparent dissatisfaction with the content of the
Sidecarist. As I wasn't there to defend myself and show
everyone my empty mail bin, I'll do it here and now. I
can't print what I don't have. Send me your pictures and
rally stories, and they'll get into the magazine. I under-
stand that one East Coast rally director said she would
not be sending me her story because I don't print them,

which cut to the quick — last year's rally story from
that same individual was printed in the very next issue
after I received it.

I have only held a couple of items, which were
drawings of questionable nature for a family publica-
tion (I thought they were funny, you may not!), and a
recent complaint letter regarding a sidecar manufac-
turer. We won't be printing that until it has been
thoroughly investigated, and I think that you can
understand why. I am holding a couple of very short
stories on runs which were sent in by Spencer Bennett
when he heard how low I was on stories, and I'm
looking forward to running those. I am also writing a
story on the building of a sidecar in Australia. Since
sending the photos off for processing for this issue, I
also received correspondence from New York on the
Allegheny sidecar campout, which will appear next
time.

Bryce Lee has sent some copies of articles of
interest from other magazines, which I will be editing
for our next issues as soon as I receive permission from
their publishers to do so.

In addition, Larry De Vos has supplied me with
reprints of J.R. Ewing's technical columns from
Hoosier Hacks and they will continue to run on a
regular basis. We have a severe lack of technical
articles out there.

Hal Kendall has encouraged me to reprint stories
from other magazines as we gain permission, but I ask
you: is that what you want in your magazine? Stories
that have already appeared elsewhere and have been
read by a good number of members? If so, that's what
I'll do. If not, send us things to publish that are new,
fresh, and timely. Send us your technical articles, your
reviews of products, pictures of your rides, what ever
you want to share with the worldwide sidecarring
community.

The format of the magazine is going to take a
turn, too, as you can see by this issue. As we're con-
cerned about the expense as well as the content, we
have determined that a bi-monthly publication sched-
ule (which has been suggested many times before) is
the way to go. That way, I'll be putting out larger issues,
but a little less often. I've had a lot of difficulty filling a
magazine one six week period, then the next I have too
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much to put in and too little money to do it with. So
we're going with a newsprint page which will cut the
printing bill in half.

The difference will be spent on making each
issue as good as it can be — more photos (which cost
around $7.50 apiece) for one thing. Mailing costs will
go up a tad as well, but as we'll be mailing six issues
per year instead of eight it should all come out in the
wash, with a savings over the year to the USCA. You
told us what you want, now it's up to us to figure out
how to give it to you.

We also had a big debacle with the last issue,
which was the emergency and friendship directory. The
computer printout arrived way after deadline, but the
magazine was printed and mailed albeit late. Trouble
is, the bulk of the bulk-mailed copies never arrived.
Our international members got it, the Continental
United States did not for the most part. To rectify the
situation, I have taken all the overprints (and I always
order extras of that particular issue) and they are
enclosed with this one. Don't expect the envelope every
time, though — it was done just to get you both issues
at once.

Editing any magazine is not an easy job, as any of
our newsletter editors will tell you. We're the ones
whose names are out there, and we're the ones who get
blamed if things go awry. I wish to point out that this
issue alone took me a total of 97 hours — before I even
got to the point of pasting it up, laying in the photos,
and taking the little 106-mile trip to the new printers.
Those of you who use computers will appreciate this
tidbit: It took 23 megabytes on my computer.

When it comes back from the printer, I'll be
inserting both issues in envelopes, putting a return
address and label on, sorting out over 1200 copies to go
world-wide, and hauling the whole thing down to the
post office. I will pay for the postage from my pocket,
collect my receipts, and send them in for reimburse-
ment.

Add it up, gang. If I didn't love what I do, if I
didn't think the sidecar community needs a sounding
board and central point for dissemination of informa-
tion, I'd send out a few photocopies of everyone else's
pre-printed stuff and some rally flyers and call it a
magazine. But I happen to believe that in order to be

taken seriously by legislators, insurance carriers,
manufacturers and whoever else is out there scrutiniz-
ing us, we need a class publication. I'm trying my
darnedest to give it to you.

On a personal note: while I had planned to attend
the National rally, Mother Nature and Father Time said
I couldn't go. You will remember we lost about 80% of
our home in the 1989 earthquake. Since then, we have
been living out of three rooms with a huge baggie for a
roof, and encouraging company not to walk in certain
places on the floor for fear they'd fall through. We had
plywood sheeting for a wall on the north side, and
blanket over the hole in the wall where the fireplace
used to be. Our septic tank had been largely discon-
nected from the house, with the result that only one
drain could be used at a time and the laundry equip-
ment not at all.

Well, we weren't the worst-off people around, so
getting construction people out to do repairs for what
we were able to pay was not easy. Due to begin in May,
they finally got started the first of July. At present, we
have only rafters (and they're offset from the house by
four inches) for a roof and a 12-foot drop out the back
door where the deck was removed. Thank heavens for
sunny California weather. There's a massive pit in the
back yard where a new septic system is going in, and
I'm showering at my mother's while Neil showers at the
firehouse.

Going to Indiana became less of a priority, though
we have been able to attend a couple of rallies.

In the interim, too, our California Chapter
Director asked Neil to temporarily take the reins until a
permanent replacement could be found. I didn't wring
his neck, but only because my hands won't fit around it.

As I write, I have only a vague idea of what this
issue will look like as I have not used this format
before. If we like it, that's what it will be. If we don't, let
me know. But let's give it some tries before we make a
firm judgement. and in the meantime, fill out the ballot
which is enclosed after reading Hal's notes.

See you in Iowa next year, God willin' and the
creek don't rise!

— Marge Ann

Editorial..
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Troubleshooter
Ombudsman Duties

No, I am not complaining. Rather, I am
fulfilling a new service to the membership that
the Executive Committee had considered
earlier but never implemented. That is the
function of or duties of "Ombudsman" or
trouble shooter for and on behalf of the mem-
bership.

At the 1990 Rally, and also and the recent
1991 Rally, we heard from several members
who had very legitimate complaints. Before
anyone can address those complaints such
complaints must go to a responsible person for
action. Many times a member cries about his
or her complaint to all and sundry, but not to a
person who can actually do anything about it.

No matter how well an organization is
run, something always falls through the cracks
as long as it is run by humans. No matter what
you think of any particular committee person
at any time, he or she is apart of the human
race and therefore subject to the frailties of
that race. No one, least of all yours truly,
makes any claim to perfection.

I now have no title, for the Executive
Committee, in their infinite wisdom, chose to
grant me an exclusive "Honorary Lifetime
Membership" which precludes me from hold-
ing office now or to vote on matters concern-
ing the organization of the USCA. Nonethe-
less, I can operate a Department upon an
appointment from the President, and the
current Pro-tem President, Bryce Lee, did
make such an appointment which was con-
firmed by the Executive Committee, subject to
the approval of the membership. (All Execu-
tive appointments are subject to confirmation
by the membership who can, by negative vote
within 30 days after first publication, express
their displeasure for cause - send to the Com-
plaint Department). The Committee can revoke
any Honorary Membership at any time and for
any purpose.
So, what are my exclusive duties?

To stop, prevent, or slow down those
small, and not so small problems that seem to
occasionally beset the membership. In fact, the
Committee will not want to hear from me. If
they do it means they have goofed up in some
manner or something has fallen between the
cracks.
Here is how it will work.

You have a genuine USCA problem of any
kind. The books or para you ordered did not
arrive, or your Sidecarist disappeared, or you
just cannot get the Membership Secretary or
Registrar to get your name/address/whatever
correct.

Just drop me a line, letter, or post card
(sorry, NO COMPLAINT PHONE CALLS
WILL BE ACCEPTED) to begin the chain
reaction described below:

1. A letter will be written from me to the person
who should have handled your problem, and a
copy of your letter will go with it.

2. A copy of my letter will go back to the com-
plainant.

3. A copy of BOTH letters will go to the USCA
President.

4. A copy of both letters will go to the USCA
Editor.

An analysis of almost all problems en-
countered by the membership shows they were
mainly by omission; not by commission. The
President has been unaware that there has been
a problem until too late. Problems therefore
tend to stack up one on top of another until,
collectively, they come tumbling down. With
this system in place, effective as of this print-
ing, the problems will still continue but now a
positive means is in motion to address and
correct almost all problems before they occur.

Please send your complaints, past,
present, and future, with as much detail as is
necessary for me to appreciate and correct your
problem. Address: Hal Kendall, 711 Plainwood
Drive, Houston, TX 77079.
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Letters
Dear Editor:

I would like to express my appreciation to
the USCA and to Richard and Zonie Renfroe for
our being presented the Goodwill award at the
1991 National Rally at Thornton. I failed at that
time to recognize my two passengers, my daugh-
ters Jenny and Andrea. They were with me the
whole time and are the reason I have a sidecar in
the first place. Bill Sorbo snapped our picture
just before we left the rally and is sending it to
you. I hope you can use it along with my letter
for your rally news.

For the record, our travels included 24 states
since the 1990 rally. We left Oregon, took a side
trip to Califronia, then went to Washington to
catch the Alaska Ferry. From Alaska, we visited
the Yukon Territory then British Columbia and
Alberta. Re-entering the U.S. at Montana, we
passed through Idaho, Wyoming and Nebraska to
return to Kansas. In May this year we visited
Minnesota, passing through Iowa. In June we
took a dtwo-week trip passing through Missouri,
Arkansas, Missis-
sippi, Alabama,
Tennessee and
Georgia on our
way to the IBMC
national campout
in North Carolina.
After a side trip to
my sister in South
Carolina, we
returned home via
Kentucky, Indiana
and Illinois. Then
our trip to the
national this July. I
plan to get out
later this year to
visit Colorado to
start on next year's
award.

All of my sidecar travels have been with my
two youngest girls and we have had a wealth of
experiences thanks to our rig and its willingness
to travel. We have shown our rig and answered
questions at hundreds of places and met a lot of
very nice people. I don't believe any other form
of travel provides this much fun and attracts as
many to approach and visit. All of the above trips
were camping trips except for one night in a
motel in Whitehorse MT. We tented the whole
time and cooked almost all our meals. This is
many hours spent in roadside parks and camp-
grounds being visible to the public. We have
loved every minute of it, though some of the fun
was better enjoyed in retrospect.

Thanks again for the award, but thanks most
to those sidecarists who encouraged and helped
me to get started five years ago.

John Ayers Topeka, KS USCA #3472
P.S. Total tally is 35 states and four provinces.

Zonie Renfroe presents John Ayers with his award at the National Rally.
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Rally
Wondrous Winner
1991 USCA National Rally
Larry De Vos, Muncie, Indiana

Hoosier Hacks Greg TenBrook, Sharpsville,
coordinated the 1991 Rally. He led, pushed, cajoled,
encouraged and otherwise motivated the Hoosier
Hacks for nearly two years into providing one swell
Rally! He also showed that a low-cost rally IS possible,
IS successful, and encourages sidecarists to attend. A
lot of Greg was in this rally, and it showed! Much
impressed, we appreciatively return her now interna-
tionally famous husband to Kathy — neither will ever
be quite the same.

Touted as the century's only Palindromic (reads
the same forwards or backwards) National, this year
was also the USCA's 13th Rally (downplayed for any
"superstitious" would-be attendees).

Far from unlucky, the Rally had probably the

David Koss, McAllen Texas, isn't too sure about this entry sign post to USCA Rally.

largest attendance so far, the weather was fairly decent
for most folks for most of the week, and everyone I
asked was HAVING FUN! From what I could note,
they were also having THEIR kind of vacation -
talking/ listening, looking/showing, laying back, riding,
eating/drinking - something for everyone.

THE RALLY "STARTS"!
The Rally "officially" opened with the first arrival

late Sunday: our USCA Ambassadors Richard and
Zonie Renfroe (that "Zahh hnny", Folks!). By the time
I arrived latter afternoon Monday, some others had
clustered with them in the small grove of trees that
were the site's major day-long shade also close to water
and electricity. By bedtime, there were at least 10 or 12
of us already revelling in the Rally.

During the week the camp spread out to cover
most of the area with water/power, and began to reach
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Rally..
into outer limits of primitive areas. By Saturday, the
longest diagonal was one piece of hiking! At times, as I
sought out people or events, I muttered about the
unmentioned physical fitness part of the Rally.

Rather warmish and mostly sunny weather
opened the week, but cloudiness from Tuesday into
Sunday kept temperatures tempered. Much needed rain
was limited to showers, mostly midweek. The site
provided some rain/sun shelter, but would have
provided little relief for the high temperatures preced-
ing the Rally.

NO MOTORCYCLES ALLOWED?
Although the campground has a "No Motor-

cycle" rule for the sake of their many long-term
campers, they have had some two-wheel rallies, and
agreed to our Rally. They proved superior hosts,
friendly and helpful. However, their motorcycle
exclusion sign coupled with the USCA Sidecar Rally
poster raised many an eyebrow. The regular campers
seemed to enjoy our sidecars, and I heard of no com-
plaints from them.

Available to Rally goers were a small golf course,
putt-putt, swimming, fishing in a stocked pond, and
hayrides. The pool was especially popular, with a
number of our people providing lifeguard duty. I also
heard of some good-sized fish being taken from the
lake.

The professionally prepared Rally handbook is a
real keepsake!

Greg worked with a company that prepares
programs free for major events. In exchange, they
handle the advertising which pays for the production,
including photos, a history article, other articles as
desired, and a listing of all the events. A very handy
part was a folded pocket card listing all the events — I
saw many in use. That also saved the main booklet
from wear-and-tear, kept it nice as a memento.

HEY - WE'RE OFFICIALLY OPEN!
On Thursday our Rally officially opened with

quite a number already on hand and into activities -
socializing and kicking tires, or kicking back. Registra-

tion opened, catching up with those already in place,
and welcoming a steady flow of newcomers. A couple
of our vendors began operating — delicious BBQ
sandwiches and cold drinks, and handsome T-shirts of
considerable variety. The Hoosier Hack member Rally
shirts are a masterpiece!

"The Barn" was the center of activities. It held our
welcome sign, registration, bulletin boards of many
types, coffee and cold drinks, a number of activities,
and many people over the days and evenings. Next to it
was the knick-knack shack — loaded with colorful
examples of many kinds of handmade needlework
items from useful to decorative to aromatic. Wonderful
place to pick up mementos.

Linda Nelson (Kokomo) thought that a quilt
made by members would be a great raffle item. The
idea expanded to squares with sidecar motif done by
USCA members, then added a quilt done by men who
enjoyed needlework. Each square also carries the
contributor's name and address. She provided squares
(to assure final fit), the artist provided all else. Two
superb quilts resulted. Interestingly, the men's quilt
garnered more chances than the women's quilt.

Looking ahead, Linda also prepared a smaller
quilt with central motif, on which she gathered signa-
tures of all the children at the rally. She did a masterful
job of keeping the signatures spread out over the quilt.
This too will be a keepsake for many years of use.
Kathy Hunteman (Mooresville) and Debbie
Bickwermert (Plainfield) assisted Linda on the quilts,
which were on display most of the week.

DOOR PRIZES, COFFEE, HOT DOGS GET
'EM HERE!

Undoubtedly a busy woman has been Sue
Dudley (Crawfordsville), who corraled all the door
prizes and children's materials. She called on anyone
who could get items donated for the Rally, and did an
outstanding job, as attendees can attest. She also
coordinated a goodly number of our members who met
one weekend to prepared registration bags and kiddy
bags. Hoosier Hacks and Rally attendees owe all these
people much appreciation for their efforts.
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Rally..

Kids'
Quilt was
signed by

all the
children at
the rally.

Folks begin to line up for registration and a
bit of chit chat afterwards.

An early-in-the-week look at the welcome sign
on "The Barn," registration and activity

center, top. To the right is the knick-knack
shack, with a variety of hand-made items.

Left: The
Women's

Quilt
showed

some
imposing

needlework.
Each block
also carried

the name
and

address of
the artist.

Right:
The Men's
Quilt was
won by
Spencer

Bennett of
Southaven,

MS.

A quilt was
donated by
"Smokey"
and Gloria
Strodtman
of Gilliam,
Missouri.
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Also active were all those who kept the coffee
made, the lemonade and cold water on hand, the floor
swept, messages passed on, the daily door prizes
properly awarded, and all the background work quietly
performed. You could hardly tell they were around -a
remarkable success. However, one quite visible
member was Ed Leighner (Wilshire, Ohio) and his
grilled hotdogs — a great item for hungry hangers-
around or on-the-goers.

Registration, drawing tickets, raffle tickets,
membership applications, information, other services
all went on at the Registration Center. Handled by a
number of Hoosier Hacks over the hours and days, the
crew included some celebrity HH members — ED
JOHNSON, FOR ONE (hereby the special notice
requested by His Nibs). Debra Pohl (Evansville) and
Ruth Arrington (Muncie) should also be noted for their
many hours of service.

A USCA materials table showed books and
paraphernalia for sale - I have no report on sales. In
fact, Greg TenBrook will make a separate report on
Rally statistics and awards.

ACTIVITIES? WE GOT 'EM!
Popular with adults was the Find-It Ride — a sort

of low-key scavenger hunt that made for scenic rides
around the area. A similar but smaller hunt had the
children covering the campground for all sorts of
things. Both hunts carried over three days.

Supper ride leaders prepared several evenings to
lead people to cuisine of choice. The catfish restaurant
had quite a few takers, with its pond-grown fish and
other offerings. Some went Indiana-style Mexican.
Other styles were available on request. And there were
the individualists, who "had heard" of that marvelous
eatery "over thata-way".

All sorts of places handled kick-hack, sit-on,
lean-on casual conversation, people-watching, tale
swapping and other friendliness during the days. Lots
of "Hey, have I got something to show you" or "How
would you handle this" clusters were all over the place.
Many tires left the Rally with kick-marks covering the
sides; lots of shoes/ boots with rubberized toes.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY - BUSY DAYS!
The Executive Board put in long hours Thursday

and Friday handling some major USCA problems.
Their report will be available separately, of course. Our
leaders put in lots of work throughout the year, keep
OUR organization reasonably healthy, given its
geographic size and the spread of those willing to take
on the work. Remember - any time anyone isn't happy
with the way it's run, run for office!

Friday and Saturday the campground provided a
"$1.01 Pancake Breakfast" that proved rather popular.
Pancakes, syrup, butter, coffee or milk. Free refills. The
cooks made mass production an art four griddles and
cooks flipping excellent cakes. With the long tables,
eaters could find solitude (maybe), old friends or new
friends. Mmmm — I remember that marvelous flavor!

Also Friday and Saturday Squiggy The Clown
provided a variety of children's entertainment, aided by
a "Tattooist" and other assistants. Kathy Hunteman and
Debbie Bickwermert took over after Squiggy left. Of
Note: Squiggy is a real sidecarist! With some 50 kids
signed in, Squiggy sure drew some "big" crowds
around him —fortunately those bigger/taller ones
stayed on the outer edges of the group.
FIND IT, LISTEN, EAT!

Those two days also challenged willing riders
with field events. A neat array of 3-wheel games kept
quite a few occupied showing off old or brand-new
skills of hack manipulation. Amazing how many
hackers mutter to themselves.

J.R. Ewing offered two tech sessions. On Friday,
with limited meeting facilities, he led a "Shade Tree
Mechanics" session under a large tree. Saturday, he and
George Wolfe (Pennsylvania) led the group under the
roof of a pole building under construction. George
Wolfe has just completed his 8th handmade aluminum
hack, attached at the centerline of his CBX, and
utilizing a modified Vern Goodwin lean adjuster.

Friday offered a ham-n-beans supper, Hoosier
style. Like the pancakes, the campground made this
available to us --- usually only for regular campers.
After supper the USCA officers held a general business
meeting to report their major decisions. Of immediate
effect and of interest to most of us, Hal Kendall has

Rally..
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"Squiggy the Clown" and his assistant arrive
for kids' entertainment Friday morning.
That's right, folks, Squiggy really rides!

J.R. Ewing (straw hat, kneeling) jacks around
with his demo rig at the Saturday tech session.

Part of the Dreyer Registry (L to R) Wendell
Owens, Al Maxwell and Pesky TenBrook.

A water balloon toss on a hot day

 Sure, it's been
said — but who's

the clown?
Squiggy or Greg

TenBrook?

Al Blacconeri
(where have we seen

that man before?)
getting ready for

kids activities.

Many, many thanks to Greg TenBrook for
sending the pictures and statistics so promptly
in order to make this issue the best ever, and

to Larry DeVos for his photos and story.
Photos by Kit Gerhart and Larry De Vos
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retired as President, and Bryce Lee (Burlington,
Canada) is President Pro-tem while the organization
checks with the membership on future leadership
principles. Afterwards a band provided country music
at the Barn-dancing too, if you liked. A rousing finish
to a busy day.

RIDING AND SHOWING TIME, FOLKS!
Saturday morning saw an AMA sanctioned poker

run get under way. Somewhat over 100 riders made the
run through some of Indiana's more scenic country,
including covered bridges. More than half of the
entrants were sidecarists!

Ed Johnson signed up 14 students for the Sidecar
Safety Program for Saturday morning. He reported that
the site reserved and marked off by Greg was excellent.
Al Blacconeri instructed, with Jim Fousek as range
assistant, both from Northern Illinois region, as is Ed.
All the students, mostly men, passed the course. Mr.
Tunis appreciated the course so much he donated his
50/50 winnings of $75 to the Program!

Ed reminds us that sign-up deadlines are firm for
the Program, which requires at least 3 students to be
put on. Cost is currently $20 each.

A line of 30 or 40 sumptuous rigs formed next to
the lake for the Sidecar Show. "Next" to the lake was
very real— the narrow strip ran somewhat uphill to a
sharp drop to the lake. I watched more than one rig
vigorously pushed backwards up the strip, with quick
braking lurching everything and everyone to a stop just
short of a quick descent to a bath. Judging was done by
attendees, some of whom took their work most
seriously — most amusing to watch.

A great event for the campground regulars was
the free ride squad. Several hackers provided trips
around the campground to anyone interested in taking
a sidecar ride. Rigs ran from the basic hack to the
behemoths. I noted several riders excitedly exiting one
rig and waiting in line for another. Fascinating sight —
little clusters in line awaiting their hack of choice.

THE RALLY WRAPS UP!
The Rally chicken dinner was served in The

Barn, with the starved diners finding all sorts of places

Rally..
to eat it. Unfortunately, the campground does not have
facilities for our size sit-down meal and some of us
aren't that hot on chicken — but that's true of any mass
dinner today — spaghetti's too fattening, steak's too
cholesterol, etc. Basically, the dinner was quite good.

After a time to let the food settle, we gathered at
The Barn again for the awards ceremony. Many people
were honored in a variety of ways. Greg's report will
give the details. A kids' hayride pretty well finished the
day for them, and a CMA evening church service
afforded spiritual sustenance for many.

A cool front gave us almost chilly air for a few
hours. The Rally was winding down, and there was a
subdued tone as our people rounded out fairwells and
made ready for morning departures.

Sunday dawned with bright clouds, promising
sun and heat down the road. Coffee and donuts awaited
at The Barn for early risers. The campground church
service beckoned some, while others gave a last try for
the remaining door prizes. An almost parade stream of
hacks hit the road for remaining vacation trips, short
jaunts home, or virtual migrations to far away abodes.
All were well-loaded with recollections of a great time
with kindred souls.

Long live the USCA!

Bye until next year! From a Honda 250
scooter w/ CA Sidekick sidecar.
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"Well, the way I see it..." Some preferred to
relax at the leaning bar and stay close to the

cold drinks. Sooner or later, they probably got
to see everyone who attended the rally from

their vantage point!

Caught red-handed! Bob Dudley of
Crawfordsville IN and Richard Renfroe show

off their handiwork — a TP job on Greg
TenBrook's Hanigan!

Katie Garrett gives a friendly Hoosier Hacks
welcome

Luscious rigs line up for attendees to view and vote for their favorites on Saturday morning.

Evenings around a campfire were the perfect
for tale-swapping.
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Rally..
And the winners are ..
1991 USCA National Rally.

Judging from the list, there were plenty of
prizes to go around at the 1991 USCA National
Rally.

Not only were these folks deserving of their
awards (even the door prize winners!) but a
VERY SPECIAL award should go out to Greg
TenBrook and his staff from Hoosier Hacks who
put on what is probably the best USCA National
ever.

Gathering those prizes, having the plaques
made, and tallying results to make the awards is
a full-time job in itself. Kudos to you guys!

The Awards:
Oldest rig driven to the rally Rod Duncan

Oldest rig transported to rally Milbert Knebel

Long Distance female driver June Clark

Long distance solo bike Lyle Mahnke

Most 29+ female driver Jeep Davis

Most 29+ passenger Ruth Arrington

Most 29+ male driver Banty Sheely

Long distance Canada Bob Brodie

Youngest male passenger Michael Blough

Youngest female passenger Danielle Hiatt

Youngest male sidecar driver Mike Drake

Youngest female s/c driver Sue Reece

Long distance male s/c driver Dick Rothe

Hoosier Find-It Ride
First Richard, Carolyn, Byron Luff

Second Lincoln and Betty Baird

Third David Burton

Rally Coordinator Greg TenBrook begins to
present the several awards after dinner

Saturday night.

"Lucky Number Winner" USCA #1313 with
Greg TenBrook
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Winners of the Most States Traveled: (LtoR) Jenny, Andera and John Ayers of Topeka, Kansas.
They had traveled 23 states.

Winner of the "People's Choice" award was this Indian/Harley VC Owner is the man in the
center — name? We do not know who as his head was accidentally removed in photo.

Rally..
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Rally..
DOOR PRIZE WINNERS
List prepared by Larry De Vos
Winners were asked to write their name, city and state.
Those who didn't, aren't listed. Spelling errors are
probably due to my misreading the name.

CHILDREN'S WINNERS
Michael Drake, Alabama
Dori McManus, New York
Thomas Brodie, Toronto
Andrea Malinke, Hayfiled, Minnesota
Eric Wakefield, Virginia Beach, Virginia
Jason Landus, Ohio
Hunter Simmons, Fincastle, Virginia
Ashley Noe, New Albany, Indiana
Andrew Dumcofre, Indianapolis, Indiana
Darek Bielski, London, Ontario
Donals Radke, Dousman, Wisconsin
Sean Alexander, Lakeland, Michigan
Lori Hunteman, Mooresville, Indiana
Brian Pohl, Evansville, Indiana
Chris Bickwermert, Plainfield, Indiana
Kevin Bickwermert, Plainfield, Indiana
Debra Pohl, Evansville, Indiana
Amy Hunteman, Mooresville, Indiana
Bradley Heiser, Belvedere, Illinois
Michael Blough, Goshen, Indiana
Shannon Hudspeth, Kinsman, Ohio
Jacob Heiser, Belvedere, Illinois
ADULT WINNERS
Diana Owens, Coatesville, Indiana
June sheridan, Bethel Park, Pennsylvania
John Washbush, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
Chris Martin, Melvin, Michigan
Roy Peters, Decatur, Illinois
Lyle Mahnke, Hayfield, Minnesota
Rick Countryman, Muncie, Indiana
Richard DePeal, Owosso, Michigan
Eugene Hess, Landisville, Pennsylvania
Joe Rebacek, Woodstock, Illinois
S. Hofstetler, Clere, Ohio
Samuel Sonunen, Berdsbow, Pennsylvania
Norbert Monohan, Minden, Nevada
Roxan Bork, Burlington, Wisconsin J
ames Dorsey, Akron, Ohio
Harold Alexander, Bloomington, Illinois
Richard Bork, Burlington, Wisconsin

Tom Piekarskt, South Bend, Indiana
Helen McAllister, Sylvan Lake, Michigan
David Linten, Columbus, Ohio
Rod Duncan, Indianapolis, Indiana
Normand Nolin, Hyannis, Massachusetts
Doria Bielshi, London, Ontario
Dee Kesnu, Highland, Illinois
Betty Alloway, Waynesfield, Ohio
Dave Manke, Michigan
Robert Darden, Lothian, Maryland
Phyllis Maqueling, Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Cynthis Drake, Birmingham, Alabama
Carl Sorensen, Ft. White, Florida
Jim Hines, Muncie, Indiana
Eddie George, Stone Mountain, Georgia
Joe Bryson, Lemoyne, Pennsylvania
Sue Kline, Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Lloyd Saylor, Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Marilyn King, Asheboro, North Carolina
Margaret Turner, Wichita, Kansas
Angela Dun, Richton Park, Illinois
Sheryl Mahnke, Hayfield, Minnesota
Yosh. & Mieko Hagiwara, Columbus, Ohio
Bob Pelt, Grafton, Wisconsin
Geri & Mike Williams, Plymouth, Michigan
Al Vangurn, Clairton, Pennsylvania
Al Maxwell, Atlanta, Georgia
Pam Wadkins, Indianapolis, Indiana
Jim Schwind, Fairport, New York
Willie Simmons, Fincastle, Virginia
Mike Ray, Baltimore, Maryland
Paul Freitag, Mukwonago, Wisconsin
Bob Nelson, Kokomo, Indiana
Don Stephens, Frankfort, Kentucky
Andrea Ayers, Topeka, Kansas
Bob Pelt, Grafton, Wisconsin
F.W. Marqueling, Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Phil Bickwermert, Plainfield, Indiana
L. Baird, Columbus, Ohio
Carol Lehr, Marietta, Georgia
Pat Wollam, Jeanette, Pennsylvania
Mary Wentz, Kenton, Ohio
Michael Ingalls, Battle Creek, Michigan
June Clark, Aloha, Oregon
Barry Alexander, Lakeland, Michigan
Jan Alexander, Lakeland, Michigan
Joe Rutherford, Northville, Michigan
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Todd Downing, Dousman
Terri Hilmes, Marine, Illinois
George Rampey, Stephens City, Virginia
Sheryl Mahulte, Hayfield, Minnesota
Marilyn King, Asheboro, North Carolina
Linda Patton, McMinnville, Indiana
Lyle Mahuke, Hayfield, Minnesota
Marilyn McManus, Jamestown, New York
Art Massey, Bradford, Pennsylvania
Dot Sommers, Budsbow, Pennsylvania
Betty Knebel, Pierron, Illinois
Fayd Meredith, Rideway, Pennsylvania
Kerstin Tures, Huntley, Illinois
Ronnie Drake, Birmingham, Alabama
George Arrington, Muncie, Indiana
Gail Alloway, Waynesfield, Ohio
John Kurley, Adams, Massachusetts
Lori Heiser, Belvedere, Illinois
Jeep Daviis, St. Louis, Missouri
Jesse Davis, St. Louis, Missouri

Sue Dudley of Crawfordsville, IN put in gobs of time gathering and preparing the door prizes,
children's bags, and all those assorted amenities in the adult bags. She also supervised a good
number of Hoosier Hack people who loaded rally materials and goodies into all those bags.

Marlene Schultz, Waukesha, Wisconsin
Audrey Harris, Elyria, Ohio
Nancy Harriss, High Point, North Carolina
Audrey Harris, Elyria, Ohio
George Arrington, Muncie, Indiana
Shirley Bennett, Oakdale, Connecticut
Shylus Worley, Atchison, Kansas
Joanne Carter, Normal, Illinois
Russ Carter, Normal Illinois
Loretta Tharp, Bellflower, Illinois
Frank Tharp, Bellflower, Illinois
Richard Renfroe, Locust Grove, Georgia
Zonie Renfroe, Locust Grove, Georgia
Sherry LeDue, Taylor, Michigan
James Schwind, Fairport, New York
Alma Nolan, Cape Cod, Massachusetts
S. Hofstetler, Cleveland, Ohio
Allen & Lisa Schultz, Waukesha, Wisconsin
John Elly, Topeka, Kansas
Jenny Ayers, Topeka, Kansas

Rally..
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Rally..
1991 USCA National Rally..

Rick Garrett, Noblesville, IN, fires up to lead
one of the dinner rides available Thursday

and Friday.

Ed Johnson leads the school.
The Renfroes of Locust
Grove, GA were the first

arrivals on Sunday afternoon.

Left, Sandra Pohl, Evansville
IN, ladles out a free bowl of
beans and ham —Hoosier
style — for Friday supper.
The campground regularly
offers the free supper to its

regular campers, and
provided a large kettle just

for USCA people.

Fred Hunteman, Hoosier Hacks president,
gets ready to tour the rally site with a couple

of newsmen from Indianapolis.
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1991 USCA National Rally..

J.R. Ewing (center, facing camera) held a tech
session under a tree on Friday afternoon.Bryce Lee leads part of the business meeting

Friday evening.

J.R. and George Wolfe moved a notch up
from the tree — onto a dirt floor in a building
under construction Saturday's Tech Session.

Kids hold a meeting of their own!These kids share a watermelon
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1991 USCA National Rally..

These kids left their table manners at home Terry & Kyle Strassenburg wait their turn

These kids show why the seats are so long

These kids race to the finish lineOne style to adopt in the games

Another style to adopt in the games
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1991 USCA National Rally..

Gary TenBrook, Chris Gribben and Jim
Gribben get ready to launch their Hanigans.

Britishers Trevor and Pam Quick with Jim
Rubens, IL. It's the Quick's 8th USCA rally.

The H-D Police Special rig, a factory loan to
Trevor and Pam.

Ray Schroever of Sydney, Australia, poses
next to the winning 1990 Indy car used in the

1991 USCA rally logo.

Bob Darden (left) of Maryland helped make it
possible for Eva Pinardi and Stephano Motto

to spend their honeymoon at the Rally.

The Mottos with Seymour Hoffstetter, Bob
Darden and sons.
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1991 USCA National Rally..

The Christian Motorcyclists Association
attended the Rally

Greg TenBrook and his shock absorbers took
Bryce Lee for a ride

Linda Nelson conceived
and coordinated the quilts,
which were made of blocks

sent in by various
members from all over the
USCA membership area.

Linda Nelson awards the ladies' quilt.

Ruth Arrington and Linda Nelson award the
men's quilt.

Kathy Hunteman and Bryce Lee help Linda
Nelson award a child's quilt signed by all the

children at the rally.
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1991 USCA National Rally..Statistics

Sidecars at the Rally
Auburn 1
Bender 1
BMW 1
California 38
Champion 4
Dreyer 6
EML 16
Equalean 2
E-Z Rider 1
Gazelle 1
Globe 1
Goudling 1
GoodOne 3
Hannigan 4
Hedingham 2
Hollandia 1
Harley-Davidson 29
Homebuilt 6
HitchHiker 6
Ken Keir 1
Moline 2
Motorvation 15
Ride-by-Side 5
SCF 2
Spirit of America 3
Steib 7

From: Old Mill Run Park RR#2, Box 7
Thorntown, IN 46071
To: Greg TenBrook, Richard & Zonie
Renfro
Re: USCA Sidecar Rally Thorntown, IN

I would like to take a few moments to
reflect on the 1991 USCA Sidecar Rally
that we hosted here at Old Mill Run Park.
As a campground owner! first wondered if
this was what we really wanted to do. After
all, we have a no motorcycle rule in the
park. I knew that there would be a lot of
people and motorcycles in this rally and I
was not sure what to expect.

Well, USCA, let me tell you that this
was one of the nicest weekends and groups
of people that we have ever hosted. The
rally was very well organized and the
attendees were some of the most courteous
and friendly folks that we have had in our
park.

I could go on and on about your rally
and the way everything was handled, but
just let me say this: The Hoosier Hacks and
the USCA are welcome in my campground
any time.

I am taking the time to write a letter to
our state campground association to recom-
mend you folks as a possible camping
group for any of our-other campgrounds.

If you ever have any problems booking
another campground for a rally, please feel
free to use us as a reference. If that doesn't
work, give me a call. You will always be
welcome at Old Mill Run Park. Thank you
all for one of the better weekends that we
have ever had here at Old Mill Run Park.

Jerry Hill, Owner

'Til next year!

Statistics
Where we were from
Alabama 5
Arizona 1
Tennessee 9
Massachusetts 4
South Carolina 1
North Carolina 4
Connecticut 2
Illinois 99
Indiana 135
Minnesota 9
Pennsylvania 26
Kentucky 13
Kansas 11
Michigan 42
California 1
Wisconsin 20
Texas 3
Ohio 59
Missouri 10
Iowa 5
Maryland 10
Georgia 11
Washington 1
Virginia 12
Florida 1
New York 12
Oregon 1
Nebraska 1
Nevada 2
Ontario 10
England 2
Italy 2
Australia 1
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Bryce Lee eyeballs the awards as Greg TenBrook gives awards to our overseas  attendees (L to
R) Eva Pinard (Motto), Italy; Ray Schroever, Australia; Trevor and Pam Quick, England.

Rally..
1991 USCA National Rally..
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Racing
Sidecars at La Seca - 1991
by Larry Alger

Want to race? Sure. Just put together a
machine, a driver, a team. Then get out there, go
the fastest, don't break or crash, and you'll win.
Sounds simple.

But at the International Grand Prix level of
motorsport it's anything but simple. First, you'll
need a racing sidecar rig that is a $50,000+
investment, not counting spares, tires, tools and
support. Next you need a driver/passenger team
that has the talent, skills, experience, and the will
to win. Then add the mechanics, support person-
nel and equipment, and finally get it all to 13
countries around the world, just to get into the
game.

It is anything but simple, or cheap, to do —
and without major sponsorship it's impossible.

Take last year's champion driver, Alain
Michel from France, for example. After 15 years

Michel and Webster Garage

of being in the game, he finally brought home the
title for the first time. His record last year in-
cluded five wins and three second-place finishes.
One of the major factors in his success last year
was his new passenger, Simon Birchall from
England. Alain has said that he has never before
had a passenger that moves as smoothly and
quickly around the sidecar as Simon does.
Michel will defend the big #1 with the talented
Birchall as his passenger again this year, which
gives him a big edge.

Then there's Steve Webster. Steve is from
England and a three-time sidecar champion.
1990 was full of highs and lows for Webster as
he drove toward a fourth consecutive title. Steve
had a new passenger, fellow Brit Gavin Simons,
as Tony Hewlett, his former championship
passenger, did not continue in the sport. Webster
also suffered some major frustrations.
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A rough start in last year's Laguna Seca
opener led him to finish second to Michel in that
race. The second half of the season saw more bad
starts, his father (and chief mechanic) out of
action from an injury he received in an off-road
motorcycle accident, and the team lost the major
sponsor support as well. The Steve Webster
Racing team slipped to third in the standings
behind Streuer and Michel at season's end. At
one point things got so bad that Steve actually
found himself thinking about quitting racing
altogether. But Steve has said he's fit and ready
for this year, and Mick, his father, is back as
well.

Egbert Streuer, a three-time champion
himself, is back with the #2 on his sidecar this
year, and he has a new passenger, Harry
Horsteenge. They are both from the same small
village in the

Netherlands. Streuer is perhaps one of the
most innovative drivers. He develops his own
motors and does much of the work on the side-
car, too. His sponsor, Lucky Strike, is back again
with him for the 1991 season. Last year at La-
guna he retired from the race after only six laps.
A faulty ignition was to blame.

Switzerland's Rolf Biland is another long
time sidecar campaigner as well as a five-time

Racing..
sidecar world champion. Another of the Driver/
Designer types, Biland has experimented with
many innovations during the racing season that,
over the years, admittedly may have cost him
several championships in the end. This year is
different though. He and his team have agreed to
find the right set-up for the 1991 season and stay
with it all year long.

The entry list for the sidecar champ race
included two Americans. Peter Breede entered
with the only conventional rig. What made his
racer different from all the others is the frame
style. Peter and passenger Gary Twenstrup's long
wheel base unit had a frame made with tubing,
while the rest of the field used monocoque style
frameworks made from sheet aluminum and
composite materials such as Kevlar. New designs
were run by Swiss teams of Biland Racing and
the Egloff brothers. Both of these designs had
new looks that showed more advanced aerody-
namics, with the Egloffs displaying the most
radical departure from the mainstream styling.

Other seasoned sidecar pros such as Steve
Abbot, with new equipment, Barry Brindley with
his new passenger, Grahame Rose, join newcom-
ers Paul and Charly Gudel from Switzerland, and
the Dixon brothers from England to help make
the 1991 sidecar Grand Prix season a treat for
race fans around the world.
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Racing
The Laguna Seca Track

For those who have never been to Laguna
Seca, or seen the raceway on television: It is a
most challenging and demanding circuit. The
hills and curves, especially The Cork Screw, can
spell disaster for any racer who has even a split
second of indecision. The fastest sidecar rigs
have a range of speed that varies from as little as

20 to 25 mph around turn 11 to a high of about
135 mph on the front and back straights.

The truly amazing part of this exciting
racing is to watch the passenger move about the
sidecar. In fact, the passenger is not just along for
the ride. The passenger MUST place his body in
the exact spot on the rig to provide the correct
balance for the rig to gain the fastest speeds.
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Laguna Seca Raceway
And it all began here in the U.S. in

Monterey, California at Laguna Seca Raceway
April 19-21, 1991. For those who have never
been to Laguna Seca, or seen the raceway on
television: It is a most challenging and demand-
ing circuit. The hills and curves, especially The
Cork Screw, can spell disaster for any races who
has even a split second of indecision. The fastest
sidecar rigs have a range of speed that varies
from as little as 20 to 25 mph around turn 11 to a
high of about 135 mph on the front and back
straights. They truly amazing part of this exciting
racing is to watch the passenger move about the
sidecar. In fact, the passenger is not just along for
the ride. The passenger MUST place his body in
the exact spot on the rig to provide the correct
balance for the rig to gain the fastest speeds.

On the straights the passenger has to tuck
down behind the fairing of the platform for the
least possible wind resistance. Then he climbs
over on top of the rear wheel, moving all his
weight as close to the driver's side as possible to
provide the correct balance when the sidecar rig
turns away from the third wheel. As the rig enters
a corner on the same side as the offset wheel (all
the Grand Prix rigs are left side units), the pas-
senger performs the most daring of the acrobat-
ics. He must hang onto and hang off the platform
as far as possible to keep the rig from lifting. The
passenger has to perform all his maneuvers not
only quickly with precision, but smoothly so as
not to throw the rig off the racing line. The
Grand Prix sidecars have the nickname

"Worms" because of their long tubular
shape, and they seem to "wiggle" as the passen-
ger moves about. All the passengers have addi-
tional heavy leather padding on the back side of
their leathers to help cushion the impact as their
butts bounce off the road surface at up to 80 or
90 mph!

The excitement was not exclusive to race
day. On Friday during practice two passengers
were injured when they pitched off the rigs. The
passenger Edwin Knapp, from the Netherlands,

Racing..
with the Gary Thomas Racing team suffered
fractures of the right ankle and left hand when
the #26 sidecar was involved in a shunt with the
#4 Biland Racing entry through turn 4. The
incident happened during the first timed practice.
Peter Breede, #27, had the clutch in his rig go
away on Friday and could not compete further, so
Gary Twenstrup teamed up with Gary Thomas
for the rest of the weekend.

The Lucky Strike Racing passenger, Harry
Horsteenge, broke a collarbone after coming off
the platform during Friday's free untimed prac-
tice. Egbert Streuer picked up former U.S.
sidecar champion driver Peter Essaff to be the
second man on the chair for the weekend of
racing. Streuer/Essaff went on to qualify for third
position on the starting grid.

The qualifying was as hotly contested as the
race itself. The three top spots on the grid were
separated by about only 1/3 of a second. Michel/
Birchall (#1) first; Webster/Simons (#3) second;
and Streuer/Estaff (#2) were third  on the front
row. Perhaps the biggest surprise in qualifying
was the speed of the Team Padgetts #17 entry of
Darren and Sean Dixon. These British brothers
turned in a lap of 1:33.773 to qualify fifth in their
first sidecar Grand Prix ever. Although new to
sidecars in Grand Prix competition, Darren
Dixon won the British Formula One motorcycle
championship in 1988.

Sunday's GP sidecar race started with
Webster, Streuer, and Michel vying for the lead
through early laps. The lead trio of rigs soon
opened distance between themselves and the rest
of the pack. The second group of racers contest-
ing the fourth through eighth positions included
the Dixons (#17), Egloffs (#8), Biland/
Waltisperg (#4), Abbot/Smith (#6) and
Kumagaya/Houghton (#7).

The three lead rigs showed the crowd the
most speed, exchanging the lead between them-
selves the first 20 of the 30-lap race. Streuer was
running second to Webster when the bad racing
luck he's encountered before at Laguna Seca
continued. A flat tire put him out of contention
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and he wound up finishing 18th. Michel was
pressing Webster when most of the French
champion's brakes went away and forced him to
slow up to a safer pace which Webster was easily
able to race away from. The Dixons managed to
come out on top of the rest of the races, finishing
third. Not bad for their first sidecar GP start!

The rest of the finishers came in:

4th Biland/Waltisperg (#4 Switz);

5th Egloff brothers (#8 Switz);

6th Abbot/Smith (#6 GB);

7th Bohnhorst/Hiller (#12 Germ);

8th Gudel brothers (#5 Switz);

9th Progin/Irlam (#16 Switz/GB);

10th Kumano/Roesinger (#9 Jap/Germ);

11th Brindley/Rose (#15 GB);

12th Voigt/Voigt (#24 Germ);

13th Zurbrugg/Zurbrugg (#10 Switz);

14th Smith/Smith (#20 GB);

15th Van Kempen/ Kuyt (#14 Neth);

16th Baker/Prior (#25 GB);

17th Brindley/Roch (#23 GB);

18th Streuer/Essaff (#2 Neth/USA);

19th Kumagaya/Houghton (#7 Jap/GB);

20th Kraus/Schroeder (#22 Germ);

21st Thomas Twenstrup (#26 GB/USA).

This third year of three wheel motorsport at
Laguna Seca was another success. Perhaps the
best racing of the weekend was put on by the
sidecars from Europe. The crowds love them,
and we all hope they'll be back again next year to
thrill the USGP fans again.

Photos by Jim Sontag and Larry Alger

Racing..
Laguna Seca Raceway..

Getting ready to grid.
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Close up and personal with the Webster racer sidecar, #3

Gary Thomas (GB) and Gary Twenstrup
(USA) in their polka-dotted rig.

Race fans on the ridge admire the Egoloff
Brothers' sidecar, which has a "different"

nose from the others.

Laguna Seca Raceway..
Racing..
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Laguna Seca Raceway..

Racing..

Race Day Grid. The sun umbrellas are probably the last comfort these dedicated racers will
know for a while!

Just before the green flag dropped
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Quiz
Sidecar Trivia Quiz
Test your sidecar acumen: no prizes, just fun.
Answers are on page 39
1. Name the bus manufacturer who began as an

exclusive sidecar manufacturer.

2. The 1960 World Championship for sidecars
was won by a home-built machine bearing the
name of one of its team members. Who was
he?

3. This factory team not only produced 6 gold
medals in the '53 ISDT, they also took silvers
on sidecar equipped models. Name the manu-
facturer.

4. Name the marque that took the World Cham-
pionship sidecar division in '76.

5. In the period between 1967 and 1974, this
team was sidecar World Champion 6 times.

6. This sidecar racer was also a Luftwaffe pilot
and won the World Championship in 1957.
Who is he?

7. The first American to cross the German border
on Armistice Day, in 1918, rode this sidecar-
equipped machine. Name it.

8. The legendary Freddie Dixon won the 1923
Sidecar TT on this early overhead-valve-
powered machine. What is it?

9. Name the Soviet-built sidecar model that has a
shaft drive to the sidecar wheel.

10. Can you identify the Italian company whose
1925 model was mated to a sidecar with half-
leaf spring rear suspension?

11. How did the 1905 Quadrant "car-ette" differ
from other sidecar machines?

12. Can you name the fastest sidecar rig in the
world?

13. Name the driver of that record-setting side-
car?

14. What powered that sleek, streamlined sidecar
rig?

15. Name the real movie star featured in the
movie "On Any Sunday."

16. In that movie, several hill-climbers made it
over the top of the giant hill. One rider rode
up, turned around, and rode back down. Who
was he?

17. Name the machine known as the "Rolls-
Royce" of motorcycles.

18. What was the Velocette model that perfected
the foot gear-change system?

19. In 1930, Harley had a single-Cylinder racer
with a strange name. What was it called?

20. JAP became famous as a manufacturer of
engines for various marques. What do the
initials stand for?

First published in Bike Journal,January,
1991. Reprinted with permission.

Bike Journal is available at your local bike shop, or by
contacting Greg Bastek, Bike Journal, 6 Prowett Street,
Norwalk, CT 06855, or call (203)855-0008.
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Quiz..
Sidecar Trivia Quiz - Answers

1. Grumman-Flixible was the bus manufacturer
that also produced sidecars.

2. Helmut Fath won the 1960 World Champion-
ship on a home-built racer. This was the first
home-built racer to win a World Champion-
ship.

3. The NSU Gelandemax 247cc captured several
medals in the '53 ISDT, among them a few
silver medals for their sidecar equipped mod-
els.

4. The Konig, ridden by Steinhauser and Heber,
won the sidecar World Championship in 1976.

5. BMW's team of Klaus Enders and Rolf
Englehardt were sidecar World Champions 6
times between 1967 and 1974.

6. Fritz Hillebrand was the Luftwaffe pilot who
also won a World Championship in 1957, with
Manfred Grunwald, on a BMW rig.

7. The first American to cross the German border
on Armistice Day, 1918, rode a Harley-David-
son with a sidecar rig.

8. Freddie Dixon won the 1923 Sidecar TT on an
overhead-valve-powered Douglas from Great
Britain.

9. The Dnepr MT 10-36 was the Soviet-built
sidecar that had a shaft drive to the sidecar
wheel.

10. In 1925, Della Ferrera produced a model
mated with a sidecar that had half-leaf spring
rear suspension.

11. The 1905 Quadrant car-ette differed from all
other sidecar machines in that the sidecar was
mounted next to the front wheel.

12. The fastest sidecar in the world today is the
"Project 200" machine with a speed of
174.636 mph (recorded at Bonneville in 1990.
It also set a class record of 163.691 mph.

13. Larry Coleman drove the record-setting
"Project 200" rig at Bonneville.

14. An Orient Express-prepared Suzuki GS XR
1100 powered the "Project 200" sidecar rig at
over 160 mph.

15. Steve McQueen was the man who starred in
the cult flick "On Any Sunday."

16. Malcolm Smith was the rider who rode up
the hill-climb, turned around, and rode right
back down in the movie "On Any Sunday."

17. Brough Superior, manufactured in England
from 1921 to 1940, has been called the "Rolls-
Royce" of motorcycles.

18. The 1929 Velocette KTT perfected the foot
gear-change system.

19. The Harley-Davidson racing single of 1930
was called the "Peashooter."

20. JAP has manufactured engines for many
marquees. The initials stand for J.A.
Prestwich, of Tottenham, England.

No guarantees that these are in fact the correct
answers. But, if you enjoyed this quiz, why not
research other interesting facts about sidecars,
and send to the Editor of the Sidecarist;
address elsewhere.
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Tires
Avon sidecar tires still
available
Greg TenBrook

When I contacted the U.S. distributers, they
sent me information on their flat-tread sidecar
tires, still made and available here. The tire is the
"Sidecar Triple Duty MK II", and has 6 sizes
from 2.50" to 5.00". They have a great warrantee.
If your dealer doesn't know where to get them,
here is a list of distributors:

CASTLE SALES - Wisconsin - Nat. 800-558-
8137 Wis. 800-242-8100

COMPETITION PRODUCTS - Utah 800-666-
8824

CUSTOM CHROME - Cal. & Kent. Harley sizes
only 800-359-5700

CYCLE PRODUCTS - Ill., Tex. Nat., Ill. 800-
851-3055 Tex. 800-252-7048

DIXIE INTERNATIONAL - Ohio, FL Nat. 800-
848-6476 Ohio 614-262-0102 Fla. 800-633-
6975

DRAG SPECIALTIES - Minn. Nat. 800-369-
1000 Minn. 612-942-7890

HAP JONES DISTR. CO. - Cal. Nat. 800-538-
6833 Cal. 800-342-3562

J & D WALTER DISTR. - NY Nat. 800-833-
3503 NY 800-342-3562

MID-USA - Missouri Harley sizes onlyNat. 800-
527-0501 Miss. 314-383-3511

MOTORCYCLE STUFF - FL, IA, MO, VA -
Nat. 800-237-0550 Fla. 800-282-0596
Iowa Nat. 800-247-1767Iowa 800-622-8245
MO. Nat. 800-325-3673 MO. 800-392-3487
Vir. Nat. 800-233-5108 Vir. 800-468-7801

NEMPCO INC. - Mass. Harley sizes only - Nat.
800-343-9687, Mass. 508-543-6386

PARTS. UNLIMITED - 608-884-3461 CA, NV,
NY, NC, TX, WA, WI

PERFORMANCE TIRE INC. - Penn. Nat. 800-
523-2542 Penn. 800-492-2021

TEDD CYCLE INC. - NY Harley sizes only
from: Hoosier - Nat. 800-431-8704
Hacks vol. 4 no.4, NY 800-358-8910
June 1991
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‘tec Session
Counter-Steering, When it Applys
by Hal Kendall

Counter- steering, whether on any two, asymmetrical three, or
four wheel device, has meaning or application if, and only if the
vehicle is at or approximately in a near vertical balance situation.

EXAMPLE A: It applies to a bicycle or solo motorcycle when
driven straight ahead on a near-flat surface with the bike vertical.

EXAMPLE B: It also applies to a motorcycle with a sidecar
fitted if the outfit is on a near-flat surface and if the outfit is balanced
so that the center-of-mass falls vertically down to intersect the line
drawn between the front and rear wheels of the bike. (See drawing)

EXAMPLE C: It also applies to any multi-wheel vehicle when
on a near-flat surface and when tilted so it is balanced as  in (B).
NORMALLY - NO COUNTERSTEERING!

It does NOT occur at the instant the sidecar wheel lifts during a
hard right-hander. The normal "shift" to the left when the chair lifts is
by the driver relaxing his grip on the bars during his panic, and the
resultant NORMAL effect of the front wheel "straightening" out as a
consequence, and is NOT because of any counter-steering effects!

The sidecar may be driven into tight right-handers in the normal
driving mode more and more aggressively with the sidecar wheel
getting higher and higher, until the critical point is reached when the
outfit is vertically balanced. There may be some period of instability
in going from the "normal" mode to the "critical" mode. This type of
driving is not for normal street sidecarists. It is for research teams, or
for those skilled in leading parades.
NEEDED - PRUDENT HANDLING

All sidecarists should slow down for right-handers and keep the
sidecar wheel firmly on the ground. If you develop some tricks, such
as using hard tires, dropping down a gear or so, and pouring on the
throttle while applying some front brake, you do so on your own
responsibility. You are not driving in the prudent manner taught at the
sidecar schools for street driving. You will learn many different
techniques at racing schools, but the street is NOT the place for racing
moves.

After lifting the chair during a hard right-hander, there may be a
sudden jolt or  pull to the right (which must be corrected for) when the
sidecar wheel comes down and hits the road again. This is simply due
to the fact that the sidecar wheel has lost speed and must instantly be
brought back to road speed. Again, it has NOTHING to do with
counter-steering.
from: Hoosier Hacks V. 4 N. 5, July 1991
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S/C Champion
Harold (Ranji) Parsons:
Champion from the past

On May 15, 1921 Australia and the world
lost a true champion. Harold Albert (Ranji)
Parsons, age 28, set out on his Indian to try a few
extra runs when a horse strayed in front of him.
Parsons was thrown from the motorcycle. He
wasn't wearing a helmet or any other safety gear,
and died the next day in hospital.

His funeral was attended by over 1000
people, with 100 motorcycles forming an honor
guard at the gates of the cemetery.

A monument stands at Yarra Park State
School in Richmond, Victoria: erected by the
Victoria Motorcycle Club in 1923, it is main-
tained by the club and was reconstructed in the
1950's, then relocated and rededicated in 1990.

Harold Parsons is perhaps the only motorcy-
clist to have a monument erected in his honor —
and he gained such notoriety in only seven years.
Had he lived, it's hard to imagine what he might
have accomplished.

He is described as being quiet and unassum-
ing, and quick to make friends. His grandparents
had moved to Melbourne from England in 1850,
where Harold was born a generation later. One of
five boys with three sisters, he went to Bacchus
Marsh at the age of 14 and lived for some years
with Frank Hine and his family. Frank Hine was
known around motorcycle circuits for his cater-
ing services — perhaps that's why Harold's first
job was as an apprentice pastry cook.

He stood only 5'4", but lifting racks of bread
and rising before the rest of Australia got out of
bed must be how Harold built up such physical
stamina. That ability to stay with the race, com-
bined with his skill and nerve, made him nearly
unbeatable in motorcycle competition. He was
invariably "placed on scratch," and due to his
heavy handicapping his times were usually the
fastest on record.

Harold (Ranji)
Parsons
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Dave Dumble picks up the story:
His first win was the Rosanna Hill Climb

on July 11, 1915 on a 3.5hp single, and six
months later he won the EWB Cup for a 10-mile
scratch race on the same machine. After some 18
months on the single, he put up a new Australian
one-mile record in the 500cc class, with a time of
58 seconds, and decided he was ready for some-
thing bigger.

His choice was a Harley-Davidson twin,
and on this he soon began demonstrating his real
ability as a rider.

He had entered the 200-mile race at
Mortlake on April 24, 1916, and though his
rivals knew he had a good turn of speed, they
were hardly prepared for what was to come.

Starting from a handicap which was not
unduly lenient, he set about covering the 33-mile
laps at a rate which indicated that he would
actually lap several riders before the finish — but
he had the misfortune to break an inlet valve in
the fourth lap and had to retire.

In that time he had set a world record by
covering 100 miles in 95 minutes — no wonder
the valve cried quits!

Maybe this is why he later joined the Indian
camp. ( The Maffra-Sale Motorcyle Club has this
medal in their collection of Harold Parsons
memoabilia.)

Many fine rides were to follow, such as the
200 miles in 200 minutes, and ten miles in seven
minutes, but his more famous performances were
the Melbourne-Sydney and Adelaide-Melbourne
sidecar records in 1918 and 1919 respectively.

The former was gained on the second
attempt, the first being aborted due to a smashed
wheel hub on the sidecar just past Wangaratta.

A week later, On November 19, he left
Melbourne with V. Foley in the chair.

At one point they were an hour ahead of
their 21-hour schedule, but a series of punctures
between Gundagai and Goulburn swallowed this

S/C Champion..
and the 585 miles were covered in just one
minute under the scheduled time!

It may seem slow to the rider of today, but
remember that the roads were pretty atrocious in
those days, while machine reliability could not
be taken for granted as it is today.

The Adelaide-Melbourne record fell to
Parsons and his flying 7hp Indian on December
17 of the following year.

With W. R. Jennings as ballast, he left
Adelaide at 1 a.m. in ideal conditions and made
good time in spite of a 10-minute delay in cross-
ing the Murray River and opening and closing
many gates across the road.

Bad roads made the going heavy after
Mengingie, but they were 30 minutes ahead of
schedule at Salt Creek. Soon a thunderstorm
broke, covering the road to a depth of several
inches, with continuing rain and very muddy
roads until breakfast at Kingston at 8:20 a.m.

The average so far was only 20 mph, and
there were still 410 miles to go. In spite of a head
wind, Parsons kept up a good rate, with the result
that Casterton found them with 240 miles to be
covered in six hours.

They pressed on in the face of more heavy
rain and the incessant negotiating of gates neces-
sary in those days, and Parsons continued to
make good time, reaching Geelong at 7:25 p.m.

After chain adjustment, they set off on the
final leg with 45 miles to cover in 75 minutes.

Under these conditions Parsons demon-
strated the tenacity and stamina which made him
outstanding. On the much improved road he
maintained well over 60 mph, bettering 70 in
places with the aid of a following wind, and
checked in at the GPO at 8:50 p.m., to beat the
previous record (set on a solo!) by 15 minutes.

The finishing burst indicated that the bike
was going perfectly throughout the run — no
wonder there are so many Indians in vintage
rallies these days!
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The Indian Scout was Parson's favourite
machine for record breaking, and of course his
efforts resulted in improved sales for the marque.

Perhaps the achievement for which Parsons
will be best remembered is the 24-hour world
record which he established on August 27, 1920.

This was on a course following the Sale-
Stratford-Maffra-Sale road. A first attempt nine
days earlier had to be abandoned after dense fog
covered the course at the twelfth hour.

Until then Parsons had been lapping with
monotonous regularity, to set a new 12-hour
record of 544 miles.

The road was surfaced with gravel in those
days, and it is still possible to ride around the
same circuit, now sealed of course, and get just
an inkling of Parsons' feat.

The second attempt commenced at 7 a.m.,
with a forecast of fine weather throughout.

His first lap of the 23-mile circuit was timed
at 25 minutes, 50 seconds, and some idea of his
consistency is shown by the subsequent lap
times, the slowest being 30.22 and the fastest
24.38.

One might expect to see slower times as the
hours rolled by and the rider tired, but his last
two laps were almost as fast as the first two.

At the end of every third lap he came in for
petrol, oil and fresh batteries when using the twin
headlights — presumably the generator was not
up to the task.

After 12 hours he had broken his own
record, with 579 miles, and at that point a stop
was made for poached eggs, steak and plum
pudding.

Much was made of the fact that Parsons was
a teetotaller and did not smoke, and other re-
freshments during the run consisted mostly of tea
and toast.

After 20 hours he complained of numbness
in the forearms, and had some nine minutes of

massage before resuming.

At 47 laps he smashed the previous record
set by the legendary "Cannonball" Baker, with
enough time for another lap. A final burst of
speed saw him home, covering 11.5 miles in the
last 11 minutes.

As time ran out, he was paced by a car full
of officials who marked his position as the 24
hours fell due.

The distance was 1114.5 miles, a remark-
able effort for a 600cc machine. Actual riding
time, excluding petrol and meal stops, was 22.5
hours and innumerable records were broken; he
smashed the 600cc records for 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
and 12 hours, and the 1000cc records for the 12
to 24 hours, plus new records for 11 to 300
miles.

A trend had been set up at the start, and as
he came in for refueling stops he would leap
from the bike, leaving it to be caught by his
helpers, and run into the tent to rest briefly and
take refreshments. When the bike was ready to
go it would be restarted and he would run from
the tent and vault into the saddle, thus
minimising the non-riding period.

Numerous spectators gathered to watch his
marathon performance, here was quite a party
atmosphere among the overnight spectators.

Every 24 minutes or so they would look up
the road, waiting for his lights to appear and
raising a cheer as he shot past.

At the first corner it was possible to place
an empty matchbox on the roadway at the same
place every lap, and at every lap Parsons would
smash it, so consistent was his line.

The Indian Scout contributed much to this
remarkable effort by its freedom from mechani-
cal bother in spite of the terrible pounding it had
to endure.

The Stratford-Maffra section was particu-
larly severe, being due for reconstruction, and at
the Sale railway crossing the Scout was leaping
off the road as it hit the bump.

S/C Champion..
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The front wheel was airborne for 39 feet,
the rear for ten feet or more, so suspension and
tyres were certainly not spared any more than
engine and rider.

The Scout returned 560mpg during the run.
After a bath and massage, Parsons got two hours
sleep and then appeared as fit as ever.

It is ironic that a comparitively minor
accident should put an end to such a brilliant
career when so much more could have been
achieved. Parsons had always escaped unscathed
from previous spills — such as his collision with
a sheep while doing over 60 mph. The sheep was
reduced to cutlets, while Parsons suffered only
slight gravel rash.

Another time, while driving an outfit flat
out, he hit a brick wall and was thrown many

S/C Champion..

Harold Parsons and his passenger pose before a race. The reclining position of the passenger
was the normal position — less wind resistance!

yards, again with little injury.

The Maffra-Sale MCC put up a plaque to
commemorate the record on March 24, 1985. Set
in an 11 tonne chunk of granite, it stands by the
roadside at the point where the lap started,
opposite the entrance to the showgrounds at Sale.

This is just off the main highway out of
town to the East, forking left onto the Maffra
road.

The surrounding area has been planted with
trees and shrubs, and provides a shady rest for
passers by to pause for a moment and remember
the exploits of a truly great Australian.
From Classic Motorcycling No. 16
Many thanks to Ian Kennedy of  Maffra, Victoria,
Australia for this article. We hope he enjoys his trip
through Canada and the U.S. this summer. — Ed.
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Rally
1st Annual Kansas S/C Rally
No Experience Necessary — Just lots of good times
and nice folks

Most folks out there missed the First Annual
Kansas Sidecar Rally held May 17-19 — but the
people that were there thought we did a pretty good
job, even though we didn't have any experience at this
sort of thing!

We had 33 registrations, which included 51 men
and women and 18 children. Each child got a small
trophy. Sixteen came from Kansas, 11 from Oklahoma,
three from Nebraska and one from Arkansas. We had
six brands of motorcycles hauling 12 different brands
of sidecars. We counted 36 sidecar rigs altogether —
but five of these didn't register!

We had registration Friday with a hot dog feed in
the evening, trying to meet and get acquainted with
everyone. It was a very nice group of people, and very
friendly.

Saturday morning, we had a breakfast ride to
Goddard, about 7 miles. At 10 a.m. We started a poker
run that ran 73 miles. The payoff was $150. Arthur
Jones from Oklahoma City was first; Jake Bowhan and
Charlie Skilling were second and third. We had a 50/50
pot, and we gave out a bunch of door prizes which
dealers and other people donated.

Sunday morning we had another breakfast run to
Goddard. At 9:30, Marian and Earl Ray Burns from
Silver Lake, Kansas conducted church services. They're
with the CMA.

After services, we had sidecar games. The first
was the blind start-and-stop. Next was rider blind-
folded and passenger guiding them through a course.
Third was passenger blindfolded, carrying a stick with
a nail in it, picking up cards on the ground with the
rider telling them which way to move the stick — all
this against time.

The overall winners were Ron Case from
Wichita; second was Rich Krutz from Roca, NE; third
was Ed Barb from Garden City, KS. Jeanne Krutz won
the 50/50 pot on Sunday.

All trophies were given out after the sidecar
games.

The winners included:
Senior Sidecar Passenger: Shirley Hagen, Walton, NE

Short Distance Joe & Dave Carter: Wichita, KS

Hard Luck Award: Charles Barb, Holcomb, KS

Best of Show: Burford Rains, Wichita, KS

First to Preregister: Judd Shaffer, Wichita, KS

Youngest S/C Rider: Ed Barb, Garden City, KS

Rattiest Sidecar: David Himes, Enid, OK

Senior Sidecar Rider: Vern Goodwin, Eagle, NE

Oldest Rig Ridden to Rally: David Himes, Enid, OK

Most Gadgets: Charlie Skilling, Wichita, KS

Total age everyone: Gil & Anita Conney, Oxford, KS

Youngest S/C Passenger: Patrick Barb, Holcomb, KS

Long Distance: The Donleys, Yellville, AR

I would like to thank Connie Dunlap and Sally
Dallas for taking charge of the food concessions and
for doing such a good job, all the other ladies who
helped in the concessions stand — and Jim and Sally's
children who helped get the stand set up!

I'd also like to thank Thelma and Ray Moody
from Hutchison who did whatever was necessary;
Charlie Skilling who set up the poker run; Gwen and
Johnnie Owens who started the riders out for the poker
run and checked them back in when they returned and
also sold 50/50 tickets at the same time; Jim Dallas for
being everywhere and doing whatever was necessary;
Dave Carter and Burford Rains who worked one of the
stops on the poker run; Judd Shaffer who got our T-
shirts and got someone to design the stencil, got the T-
shirts and machine from Hutchison, and ran the sales
for the entire rally. We sold 73 T-shirts which was a lot
better than expected.

Floyd Turner, President, Sunflower Sidecar Club

2709 S. Santa Fe, Wichita, KS 67216

(316) 265-0997
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Rally
Hello Highways Hospitality Has
Happy Hackers Heading Home
By Greg TenBrook (A Hoosier Hacker!)

The first Hello Highways was a great *success
and was the first regional sidecar cally to be hosted by
the Southeastern Chapter since the 1989 USCA
National.

Richard and Zonie Renfroe along with :their
daughter Linda and grandson Andy did an outstanding
job keeping the rally running smoothly and entertain-
ing the participants.

On Friday night they had a weiner roast and
sidecar videos and door prize drawings. There was a
home video unveiling the cardboard prototype of the
new Renfroe-designed Cadill-Hack. I was assured it
would be ready in time to bring to the National.

There were free coffee and lemonade constantly.

Saturday morning was a dreary, drizzly, damp
experience and Fred Hunteman and I came on solo
bikes, so did not feel up to the Combo Ride event
designed by the Southeastern Chapter.

After about an hour of continuous harassment
and name-calling from the Renfroes, with an offer to
use their rig and a let-up in the rain, we decided to do
the Combo-Ride. It was a combination of some field
events, scavenger hunt and scenic ride.

Zonie then explained the beginning field event in
Southern terminology that I was unfamiliar with: "The
drahver drahves toward the staab and the passinger
tells the drahver to stop when they think yer closess to
the staab."

I didn't remember seeing any German sidecars
around, so it took Zonie five more minutes to make me
understand what a staab' was.

One of the items for the scavenger hunt portion
was a Southeastern Chapter flag. I thought that was an
unfair advantage for the hosting club members. So I
thought to myself, "Self, if there is a flag around the
rally when we get back from the ride, I'll steal it."

When we got back, a flag was hanging right over
the registration table. I ran over and took it and ran

away. Fred and I managed to rack up enough extra
credit points to easily win first place. And to think, I
didn't even want to go on the Combo-Ride!

After the sidecar show on Saturday a group of 11
rigs, 7 solo bikes and a couple of four-wheelers went
on a very scenic dinner ride.

Sunday morning, awards and door prizes were
given away with everyone winning at least one prize
during the rally. This was a very memorable and
enoyable sidecar rally, and plans are underway for
Hello Highways #2.

Stacia Goodman, same rig . . . same son!

Greg TenBrook on Stacia Goodman's rig, with
Stacia Goodman's son
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Rally..
Hello Highways Hospitality Has Happy Hackers Heading Home..

Rally hosts Zonie and Richard Renfroe, with
"Suzy"— a Cavalcade/Ultra.

The owner of this Ducati/ Equalean came
from Wisconsin to Hello Highways #1.

Jerry Kotanko of Langley, British Columbia,Porky and Anne Craft of Orlando, FL

Rally participants show us their best side as
they unhorse for dinner.
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‘tec Session
Fall is in the air:
It's New Project Time!
by J. R. Ewing

Starting with the first hard frost, getting
serious as Indian Summer winds down,
sidecarists arrive at their very own project
time. With heat in the garage, subfreezing
outdoors, a guy who loves his motorcycle is
prone to add on, rehabilitate, or get serious
about upgrading his machinery.

GOING FOR BROKE
Fifty-two years of wrench time: lessons

reinforced. Sorry, Guys, there is almost
nothing from the aftermarket that will do
the job as well as the stock, standard, unro-
mantic no-bullshit parts that came on the
motorcycle. Big-bore forged pistons b-r-e-a-
k, fragments of the piston skirts go down
thru the engine. At best, forged pistons
accelerate cylinder wear.

Stainless steel valves: WHICH stainless
steel? There are many derivatives of stain-
less; which is the good one. Shimmed "rac-
ing" valve springs wear out the camshaft
lobes. Your oiling system was not designed
to direct enough oil at the camshaft to cool
the higher friction resulting from "stronger"
springs. If we modify your oil delivery
program, the engine will pull this new
bounty of oil down past the valve guides,
and your favorite motor power is now a
heavy smoker. Just about ANYTHING
aftermarket that promises more speed, more
power, more hustle does so at a price:
sharply curtailed reliability.

There are only a few paths to "free"
horsepower. One is to lighten the weight of
any reciprocating parts. Thus titanium valve
spring UPPER plates and lightweight valve
keys reduce cylindrical loads, DO reduce
the horsepower drain, and WILL allow you
to wind the engine a few more revs before
disaster strikes. The extra revs will pump

more air, which is what it's all about. That
engine is nothing but a glorified air com-
pressor: we take cold in on one end, pump it
out hot on the other, and get our useful work
from the results of applying heat in the
middle.

If you are extraordinarily ambitious,
you might lighten the connecting rods and
piston wrist pins. Reducing this reciprocat-
ing mass is an attractively logical path to
more delivered horsepower, less waste
throwing the internals back and forth. The
ironic truth is that just about all of us "mas-
ter" mechanics have a horror tale to tell you
about a weakened connecting rod going
away through the crankcase. Listen, Guys, I
install s-t-o-c-k, STOCK parts in my en-
gines!

Keep in mind that horsepower fanatics
will get glassy-eyed and tremble over a new
way to increase the numbers at the crank-
shaft. Reliability, to them, is one run, one
race, one afternoon.

WARMING UP TO YOUR JOB
Thirty years in the motorcycle business:

just about every year I talked to someone
wearing massive bandages and peeking out
of a slit over his eyes - or sporting some
extensive injury. You shouldn't need to be
reminded that gasoline is one helluva risky
parts washing solution. Kerosene is slightly
less volatile, but burns hotter.

Fumes from both are heavier than air,
will invisibly spill from your workbench,
and FOLLOW AIR CURRENTS to your
woodburning stove. That stove sucks a LOT
of air out of the room to support combustion
- as does ANY burning stove; electric heat-
ers operate above flash points; motors and
wall or trouble-light switches arc hotter than
flash points. Many of these victims of their
own stupidity lost the garage, burned the
motorcycle they were working on, and lost
their glasses.
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 That petro-chemical explosion fol-
lowed right back where the fumes came
from: the parts washing pan. Only the
VERY quick escape that one; ordinary
mortals end up with bandages on their
hands.

Hey - serious: take a good hard look at
your parts-washing facilities. I use a modern
type kerosene fueled space heater in my
garage, but I have mounted it almost shoul-
der high OFF THE FLOOR!

I do not know of any garages that were
blown to kindling. If any of my customers
were blown thru the walls, they didn't tell
me. Look at it this way: the ones that were
blown out thru the side of the building
probably didn't get to me.

What I DID see was melted plastic,
seats burnt off, chrome permanently discol-
ored, tires reduced to to wire ropes dangling
over the residue of a wheel. Engines cook;
you'd have to tear down and replace every
rubber-neoprene seal in them.

Of course the garage contents go. How
do you like the wife tuning your fiddle
because you just burned her favorite lawn
tractor?

Seriously, Guys: NO PETROCHEMI-
CAL FUELS. Your Standard Oil Bulk Plant
carries a purpose-designated product:
Stanisol. As long as you're carrying a can
out to get it filled, why not come home with
a solvent that is LESS RISKY?
From Hoosier Hacks V. 3 N. 9, Nov-Dec
1990

‘tec Session..
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Ed Aide

BULLET-PROOFING
BABY'S BACKSIDE

Publishing, or even distributing informa-
tion, has certain legal responsibilities built in.
While there is seldom any problems with these,
editors and publishers should be aware of them ,
and appropriate precautions should be made, just
in case. And those precautions are why there is
seldom any problem.

INFORMATION LIABILITY
One of these is especially pertinent to us

whenever we publish any technical articles or
information, whether it is something we write, or
a contributed article. The problem is of two sorts
— the information may be in error; or the reader
may misapply it in some way. Either way, there
can be damage to equipment, an accident, etc.
Whereupon the information-user seeks to recover
damages from the information supplier(s) — the
author, the editor, the organization behind the
publication. We want to make certain only the
author is liable.

Therefore publications normally credit ALL
articles to the actual author; and they carry
liability disclaimers. The article credits or "by-
line" is simply the name of the author placed just
above or below the title of the article, or as a
"signature" at the end. The disclaimer is a some-
what lengthy statement usually located with
other publishing information (address, editor, any
other people who together put out the publica-
tion, etc.).

PROTECTIVE STATEMENTS
For a sample, look at the lower right on the

inside front cover of this issue. This legally
"protects" the people and organization from
lawsuits. I marked "protects", because anyone
can sue anybody about anything - but with this
statement, the publishers are in a pretty solid
legal position.

Check other magazines for their statements
- there's lots of similarity, but the minor varia-
tions may help you develop your own. The
USCA would very much like you to carry such a
statement in your publication. It can be an every-
issue statement, tucked away someplace (make
certain it is in readable type style and size). Or,
you can insert such a statement before or after
each technical article you may carry.

Many of you carry only announcements,
meeting reports, and info on the next meeting.
Those normally pose no problem (but I wouldn't
guarantee it). However, one day here's a con-
tributor with a neat article, and you use it. Will
you remember about the disclaimer? You will? -
Fine! But IF you might forget it, a regular state-
ment might be better. Either way, it really is quite
important that the disclaimer appear.

Our organizations are rather fragile, barely
making it financially. I'm not sure about you, but
the USCA and its regions would be

destroyed by a damage suit. Why not protect
us all with your disclaimer - it'll make USCA
officers rest a bit easier.

"BORROWING" MATERIAL
This has to do with copyrighted materials.

In this one, the editor is directly liable. Our
newsletters are NOT too small to be sued over
using copyrighted art or articles without permis-
sion, and sometimes payment of a fee. Every
once in a while a small but frequent mis-user is
made an example, to keep others from doing
likewise. There normally is no defense against
the suit.
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There are two groups of copyright holders:
the original artist or author; or the publisher of
the work. If the author holds a copyright, that
person sells or permits in writing a specific
publication to use it - no one else has the legal
right to use it. If the publisher copyrights the
book or magazine (most commercial ones do, as
does USCA), only the publisher can use the
material.

Of course, it gets much more complicated,
but that's the core. S o, if we see something in
another publication we'd like to use, WE DON'T,
without getting permission, giving proper credit,
and maybe paying a fee. Sometimes those fees
can rock your molars! After all, someone paid a
lot to get the item, because someone worked
pretty hard to develop it. Both of them are in
business, and deserve their fees.

That's pretty straightforward - we use other
people's copyrighted work at our very own direct
risk. Of course the region or USCA will be
named in the suit, to try for as much money as
possible, but the organization can easily show
that you are operating rather independently - and
the law is quite stem with the editor.

"GIVEN" MATERIAL
And then another type of problem comes up

when the author or artist did not get a copyright
before the first use. That person can unwittingly
give the material to others to use - after all, it IS
his work, isn't it? NOT ANY MORE, if the first-
time user copyrighted it! That is, unless some
rather complicated legal documents were made
whereby the originator keeps future rights.

So if someone offers to let us use his work
that already appeared in a copyrighted publica-
tion, WE PAUSE. Find out if the author still
owns the material - he could have sold only first-
use rights. If he didn't copyright it, or isn't sure
what he sold or gave, and has no documents, it
quite probably is NO LONGER HIS TO GIVE or
even use, and we simple don't use it. Or, if it is
important that we do use it, we contact the
publisher for permission.

Ed Aide..
NOTE: there is NO problem using material

with no copyright -later registration with the
Copyright Office has no effect on previous use.

ALSO note that all those cute cartoons we
see in all those publications are undoubtedly
copyrighted, or at least still owned by the artist -
they are illegal to us!

GIVING CREDIT WHERE ...
When we do use material from others, we

should legally and ethically give credit. With
copyrighted material especially, it will be neces-
sary to give proper credit to the copyright holder,
exactly the way the author or publisher requires.

The law permits using no more than about
10% in direct quotations for reviews and some
other purposes. The quotations also

require full credit. There are many varia-
tions possible, depending on the situation - check
with your public library for proper forms. Not
giving quotation credit is called "plagiarism" and
can be quite illegal and very unethical. Quotation
marks alone don't help much.

Some feel that giving full credit (whatever
that may be) allows them to use copyrighted
material without permission. Maybe it does - a
court would have to decide, probably.

NOW JUST RELAX!
"Obviously, neither of these legal problems

are a common occurence, or we wouldn't see so
many newsletters, magazines, etc. around."
However, MAYBE we see them because their
editors made sure they are protected. If we're
careful about these matters, there's no reason we
can't go on having fun with our offspring!

Larry de Vos
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Editors Meet
Regional Newsletter Editors
Meet
By Larry De Vos

Most of the USCA Regional Newsletter
editors met on Friday, July 12, 1991 at the
National Rally. We got to meet the real
persons who went with the names we'd only
heard or read and spend a bit of time getting
acquainted and sharing problems/solutions.
Jim Dodson of Hack'd Magazine spoke for a
few minutes, giving us pearls of wisdom
gleaned from his years of journalism.

• Each editor serves a specific area, so
should aim his publication for those
people. Editors should try to get contribu-
tions and give credit to the author.

• "Editing" of contributions should be light
— check spelling and for complete sen-
tences. Acknowledge contributions at
once, so people know the material got
there OK. Finally, use lots of names, and
be certain they are spelled right! We sure
appreciate your help, Jim —well given,
and I'm sure well received.

The editors then kicked around some of
their concerns, and how we could help each
other. A major effort will be to assure that
each of us gets a copy of the separate news-
letters, so we can keep up with what's hap-
pening. We will at our discretion, include
classified ads from each other, giving a
wider reader base for our readers with
something for sale or being sought to buy.

The editors will also try to get photos
of out-of-state visitors, and get them to the
respective editor for area newsletter use. We
also talked of mailing and duplicating, and
other technical topics. We feel more brother-
hood, and know the people out there doing
our job for the USCA and its regions.

Next year we hope to welcome a num-
ber of new "members!"

Larry de Vos

Ed. note:
How about including The Sidecarist on

those mailing lists? At present, I receive
only one regional newsletter on a regular
basis, and that's Hoosier Hacks. Second is
Southeastern Chapter, third is Wisconsin.
After that, I sometimes receive Bigfoot's
letter, and I just got my first from Kansas
but have never seen some of the others.

Larry's been doing a heck of a job
telling everyone how to do it, now let me in
on the secret of what you're doing!

— Marge Ann

A number of the USIA Regional Newsletter
Editors posed at the National Rally after a

meeting for editors.

Back row (L to R) Jim Rubens, Northen
Illinois (standing); Larry Lehr, Southeastern

Region; Jim Dodson, Hack'd Magazine
(speaker);

Front row (L to R) George Wolfe,
Pennsylvania; Al Schultz, Wisconsin;

Crandall Weaver, Iowa.

Not shown: Floyd Turner, Kansas; Junior
Fish, Ohio; Jean & Dietmar Uberschar,

Canada; Larry DeVos, Indiana.
Photo by Larry DeVos.
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Future/Deadlines
Coming in the next Sidecarist

1991 Rally
Allegheny S/C Campout
ByLaws
Short Runs
Mariposa
And more from you!

Deadline: September 1, 1991
Be there or be square

Deadlines for Editorial Copy
Please note the following deadlines.

Issue Date Deadline

10/1-10/31/91 9/1/91

11/1-12/31/91 10/1/91

Who to write
Written contributions such as letters, fea-

tures and articles relating to motorcycles with
sidecars are encouraged, along with art work. No
payment is made for unsolicited articles. Please
be sure that The Sidecarist has reproduction
rights. Neither the Editors nor the USCA accept
responsibility for material submitted. Material
may be edited for clarity and space.

Contributors may submit articles in hand-
written, typewritten or computer format. If using
Macintosh, please save as text only (ASCII). If
using IBM/PC, save as text only (ASCII) on
5.25" or 3.5" discs. Hard copy is appreciated
with all discs. Modem and FAX available.

Write The Sidecarist, 7354 Highway 9,
Felton, CA 95018 or call (408) 335-7994.
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MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL OWNERS CLUB
MONTHLY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES RALLIES ETC. NATIONWIDE.
$18.00 for couple membership OR $19.00
FOR SINGLE MEMBERSHIP. CONTACT:
MGNOC, R.R.#1, Box 136, Ellsworth, KS
67439. (913)472-4988.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates per year are
$30.00 for USCA members
(include member #) and $50.00
for non-members for 8 issues.
Send in US funds to Marge Ann
Wimpee, 390 Hallson Lane,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005.
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Classifieds
MC/SC FOR SALE
81 R100 20K, CORBIN, Konis Metz., front set

for SC aerofoil, BMW bags, subframe w/
Motorvation Form II cony. top. Step chrm mtg.
$5200. Afton, IA (515)347-8772 8/30

SIDECARS FOR SALE
1986 WATSONIAN CAMBRIDGE brake, lean

adjust, mounts for late Harley-Davidson.
Tommy L. Ebbets, (513) 548-7694 8/30

CLASSIC WATSONIAN MONACO sidecar,
excellent condition, Gold Wing mounts  Chi-
cago, IL (312) 787-4044/ (312) 731-1828.
$2750/obo 8/30

1990 HARLEY DAVIDSON TLE ULTRA
SIDECAR, stereo speakers, two tone— bright
ruby and dark ruby. 3000 miles. $3900. Dexter
E. Amos, Rt. 3 Box 376, Gretna, VA 24557,
(804) 656-2222 or (804-6561797. 7/15

1981 VETTER TERRAPLANE, deep maroon.
Disc brake & tonneau cover. In excellent
condition, with mounts for '81-'83 Goldwing.
$1500. Thomas J. Littlejohn, 515 W. Harrison
Rd., Lombard, IL 60148 (708) 9321912 7/16

CALIFORNIA SIDEKICK for Vespa scooter.
White fiberglass, good condition. $500. Bob
Iverson, Westfield Mass (413) 562-9233 7/16

VINTAGE STEIB TR500 -unassembled, waiting
for restoration or solid body. $2200. Also 1986
VELOREX 562- used very little, $850. Can
ship. Photos available. Scott (616) 459-9803
(Michigan) 7/16

CALIFORNIA SIDECAR FOR SALE OR
TRADE for a Venture ortenttrailer of equal
value. It's only three months old —like new.
Jeff Huron, 19 Pamelos Ln., Brownsville, TX
78521 (512) 541-3491. 7/16

1982 HONDA GL1100 complete with
VELOREX SIDECAR, custom paint,
pregressive suspension all around, 42000KM,
Price $5200 Canadian FIRM. Erich
Kussmann, P.O. Box 120, Brosseau, Alberta
TOB OPO Canada (403) 657-2626.10/31

1982 HONDA INTERSTATE WITH WATSO-
NIAN OXFORD SC and 986 TIMEOUT
TENT TRAILER. Great family rig. Too many
extras to list. $6500 OBO. Call Kevin 203-
792-8734 (CT.) 10/31

1982 GL1100 W/EML St. Vetter, 2 T-Tops,
saddle tanks. Leading Link. Radial 15" tires.
Sharp and road ready. 27,000 miles. Kent
Harrison (618) 263-3782 (IL) 10/31

1990 FLEXIT made by California S/C. Black
with gold pinstripe. Excellent conidtion.
$2500 OBO. Ron Smith (415) 4893849
(Central Calif) 10/31

1981 INTERSTATE/COLOR MATCHED
MOTORVATION Formulall & BAC PAC
TRAILER. Torsion bar, gas tank, convertible,
red oakdash. AM/FM/Cass, dolly. $5000. Can
separate and deliver. Jack Fassel (503) 650-
9336 (Ore.) 10/31

OTHER NOTICES
BLACK BATES LEATHERS, like new (got fat).

42 jacket, 34WX36L pants. $300/obo. Neil
(408) 336-2476 (Central Calif.) 7/16

BELSTAFF SUIT, very good condition (still fat).
42L jacket, 34- 36Wx36L pants. $150/obo.
(Neil (408) 336-2476 (Central Calif.) 7/16

MOTORCYCLE VIDEOS: "Motorcycling on
the 10 Best Highways in the Alps and
America" VHS. $24.95 ea + $5 shipping to
Alpine Adventure Films, 3575 S. Fox,
Englewood, CO 80110 8/30

VETTER TERRAPLANE SIC DISC BRAKE
MOUNTS to fit Gold Wing. Photos available,
send SASE. $900 or best offer, or trade for
Ariel parts. Call Thor days (213) 431-9440
(Southern Calif.) 10/31

Sidecarist Classifieds are $4 for members and
$5 for nonmembers for two issues. Please use
the form on the next page to order your ad.
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